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Fiction

Anne Brinsden
WEARING PAPER DRESSES

A tremendously polished debut - perfect for fans of Joy Rhoade’s The Woolgrower’s Companion,
Madeleine St John’s The Women in Black or Colleen McCullough’s Thornbirds.
Wearing Paper Dresses is a pitch-perfect saga following two generations of women in 1950s rural Australia. Anne Brinsden’s debut manages to harness something timeless in her depiction
of the undulating sunburnt plains of the Mallee, in these wonderful characters – from the first
lines she captures the feeling of sinking into a treasured classic.
The plot revolves around Elise, a beautiful and artistic, if slightly brittle, city girl who is rudely
transplanted to the Mallee when her husband is called home to save the family property. Elise
struggles with the rural life: her husband works all day in the back paddock and her father-inlaw is openly hostile to his son’s unsatisfactory wife. Elise tries desperately to become part of
the community but her meringues don’t satisfy the shearers, her spontaneous renditions of
opera are thought frankly strange, and the drought kills everything in her garden except geraniums.
As their mother withdraws more and more into herself, her spirited, tearaway daughters, Marjorie and Ruby, wild as weeds, are left to raise themselves as best they can. But when their
fragile peace is finally shattered by Elise’s spiralling madness, Marjorie flees to the city leaving
her family behind her. And there she stays, leading a very different life, until the boy she loves
draws her back to the land she can’t forget.

Anne Brinsden grew up in the Mallee and now lives in the western suburbs of Melbourne
with her husband, a mad cat and a family of magpies. Her three children live close by. After a
career in teaching and the Victorian public service she started writing a few years ago. She
won the 2017 Albury Write Around the Murray short story competition and was highly commended in the 2018 Williamstown Literary Festival competition.
ANZ: Pan Macmillan (2020)

Agents: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Mathilda Imlah
Format: Manuscript
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Susanna Calkins
MURDER KNOCKS TWICE

"Calkins captures the era's contrasts and gives Gina an intriguing backstory."—Publishers Weekly
The first mystery in Susanna Calkins’ captivating new series takes readers into the dark, dangerous, and glittering underworld of a 1920s Chicago speakeasy.
Gina Ricci takes on a job as a cigarette girl to earn money for her ailing father—and to prove to
herself that she can hold her own at Chicago’s most notorious speakeasy, the Third Door. She’s
enchanted by the harsh, glamorous world she discovers: the sleek socialites sipping bootlegged cocktails, the rowdy ex-servicemen playing poker in a curtained back room, the flirtatious jazz pianist and the brooding photographer—all overseen by the club’s imposing owner,
Signora Castallazzo. But the staff buzzes with whispers about Gina’s predecessor, who died
under mysterious circumstances, and the photographer, Marty, warns her to be careful.
When Marty is brutally murdered, with Gina as the only witness, she’s determined to track
down his killer. What secrets did Marty capture on his camera—and who would do anything
to destroy it? As Gina searches for answers, she’s pulled deeper into the shadowy truths hiding behind the Third Door.
Susanna Calkins, author of the award-winning Lucy Campion series, holds a PhD in history
and teaches at the college level. Her historical mysteries have been nominated for the Mary
Higgins Clark and Agatha awards, among many others, and The Masque of a Murderer received
a Macavity. Originally from Philadelphia, Calkins now lives in the Chicago area with her husband and two sons.
World English: St. Martin’s Press/Macmillan (April 2019)

Agents: David Hale Smith
Editor: Hannah Braaten
Format: Galley
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Blake Crouch
RECURSION

“Blake Crouch has invented his own brand of page-turner – fearlessly genre-bending, consistently surprising, and determined to explode the boundaries of what a thriller can be.”
– Karin Slaughter, author of Pretty Girls
“My son has been erased.” Those are the last words the woman tells Barry Sutton, before she
leaps from the Manhattan rooftop.
Deeply unnerved, Barry begins to investigate her death, only to learn that this wasn’t an isolated case. All across the country, people are waking up to lives different than the ones they fell
asleep to. Are they suffering from False Memory Syndrome, a mysterious, new disease that
afflicts people with vivid memories of a life they never lived? Or is something far more sinister
behind the fracturing of reality all around him?
Miles away, neuroscientist Helena Smith is developing a technology that allows us to preserve
our most intense memories, and relive them. If she succeeds, anyone will be able to reexperience a first kiss, the birth of a child, the final moment with a dying parent.
Barry’s search for the truth leads him on an impossible, astonishing journey, as he discovers
that Helena’s work has yielded a terrifying gift—the ability not just to preserve memories, but
to remake them…at the risk of destroying what it means to be human.
At once a relentless thriller and an intricate science-fiction puzzlebox, Recursion is a deeply felt
exploration of the flashbulb moments that define us—and who we are without them.
Blake Crouch is a bestselling novelist and screenwriter. He is the author of the novel Dark
Matter, for which he is writing the screenplay for Sony Pictures. His international-bestselling
Wayward Pines trilogy was adapted into a television series for FOX, executive produced by M.
Night Shyamalan, that was the #1 show of Summer 2015. He also co-created the TNT show
Good Behavior, based on his Letty Dobesh novellas. He has written more than a dozen novels,
which have sold nearly three million copies and have been translated in over thirty languages.
He lives in Colorado.
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North America: Crown (June 2019)
UK: Macmillan
Brazil: Intrinseca
China: Guomai
Germany: Goldmann

Holland: House of Books
Hungary: Agave Konyvek Kft.
Poland: Zysk i S-ka
Taiwan: Eurasian/Solo Press

Agents: David Hale Smith
Editor: Julian Pavia
Format: Galley

Suzanne Daniel
A GIRL IN THREE PARTS

A story of sisterhood, solidarity, and finding your place in a changing world, A Girl in Three
Parts is part "Eighth Grade," part Divine Secrets of the Ya-Ya Sisterhood, and entirely original.
Allegra Elsom is caught in the middle. She's suspended between childhood and adulthood,
struggling to reconcile her Catholic upbringing with issues like teen pregnancy and women's
lib, and torn between conflicting loyalties to the three parent-figures in her life—two fiercely
independent grandmothers and a loving, sometimes present dad—none of whom can stand to
be in a room together. She struggles to make peace within her family and navigate the social
gauntlet at school, and starts asking bigger questions about her place in the world: what does
it mean to "get liberated"? What does it mean to do the right thing, when everyone around her
defines it differently?
As second wave feminism reshapes her quiet Sydney suburb, Allegra makes her own path—
discovering first-hand the incredible ways that women can support each other, and finding
strength within herself to stand up to the people she loves.
Readers who loved Far from the Tree or The Strange and Beautiful Sorrows of Ava Lavender, will
find the spirit of sisterhood alive and well in Suzanne Daniel's poignant debut.
Suzanne Daniel grew up in 1970s Yowie Bay and worked as a journalist for ABC TV, The Sydney Morning Herald, and in communications roles for The United Nations, BBC London and in
crisis management with Hill & Knowlton. She currently holds directorships with public and
philanthropic boards. She lives with her husband and their three children in Sydney.
North America: Knopf (March 2020)
ANZ: Pan Macmillan (May 2019)

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Cate Paterson (Pan Macmillan)
Katherine Harrison (Knopf)
Format: Manuscript
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Rene Denfeld
THE BUTTERFLY GIRL

Praise for The Child Finder:
“Elegiac, informative and disquieting… The novel gallops to a suitably heart-racing finish.”
– New York Times Book Review
“It’s stunning. From the first page... we are in a strange, forbidding territory.... I couldn’t put this book
down.” –The Globe and Mail
The Butterfly Girl is a riveting novel that ripples with truth, exploring the depths of love and
sacrifice in the face of a past that cannot be left dead and buried. A year ago, Naomi, the investigator with an uncanny ability for finding missing children, made a promise that she would
not take another case until she finds the younger sister who has been missing for years. Naomi
has no picture, not even a name. All she has is a vague memory of a strawberry field at night,
black dirt under her bare feet as she ran for her life.
The search takes her to Portland, Oregon, where scores of homeless children wander the
streets, searching for money, food, and companionship. The sharp-eyed investigator soon discovers that young girls have been going missing for months, many later found in the river.
Though she does not want to get involved, Naomi is unable to resist the pull of children in
need—and the fear she sees in the eyes of a 12-year old girl named Celia. Running from an
abusive stepfather and an addict mother, Celia has nothing but hope in the butterflies—her
guardians on the dangerous streets. She sees them all around her, tiny iridescent wisps of hope
that soften the edges of this hard world and illuminate a cherished memory from her childhood—the Butterfly Museum, a place where everything is safe and nothing can hurt her.
As danger creeps closer, Naomi and Celia find echoes of themselves in one another, forcing
them each to consider the question: Can you still be lost even when you’ve been found? But
will they find the answer too late?
Rene Denfeld is an internationally bestselling author, journalist, licensed investigator, and
therapeutic foster mother. She is the author of the novels The Child Finder and The Enchanted.
She has also written for the New York Times Magazine, The Oregonian, and the Philadelphia Inquirer. She lives in Portland, Oregon.
North America: HarperCollins (September 2019)
UK: Weidenfeld & Nicolson
Holland: HarperCollins Holland

Agent: Richard Pine
Editor: Gail Winston
Format: Manuscript
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James Grady
CONDOR
The Short Takes

“This is an author writing at the top of his, or anyone else’s, game.” —Publishers Weekly
The legendary CIA spy is back.
James Grady, “king of the modern espionage thriller” (George Pelecanos, writer/producer
of The Wire), introduced his clandestine CIA operative—codename: Condor—in a novel that
became Three Days of the Condor, and is now the basis for the hit AT&T original series, Condor.
In this explosive collection featuring a new introduction on the writing and publication history
of Condor, a never-before-published original novella, and short fiction collected for the first
time, Grady brings his covert agent into the twenty-first century.
In condor.net, the intelligence analyst chases an unfathomable conspiracy that begins in Afghanistan and leads to the secrets of his own superiors. In Caged Daze of the Condor, Jasmine
Daze of the Condor, and Next Day of the Condor, the paranoia of National Security’s sworn soldier reaches a screaming pitch when he’s locked behind the walls of the CIA’s private insane
asylum. Classified documents in the basement of the Library of Congress draw Condor into a
murderous subterranean world where no one can be trusted in Condor in the Stacks. And
in Russian Roulette of the Condor, the striking new novella shot through with the biggest spy
scandal since the Cold War, the underground patriot faces a dictator determined to turn American politics into an insidious spy game.

Brace yourself for six shots of the iconic Condor from James Grady, who has been called a
“master of intrigue” by John Grisham, and whose prose was compared to George Orwell and
Bob Dylan by the Washington Post.
James Grady is the author of screenplays, articles, and more than a dozen critically acclaimed
thrillers. In 1973, after years of acquiring rejection slips for short stories and poems, Grady sold
his first novel: Six Days of the Condor, a sensational bestseller which was eventually adapted
into a film starring Robert Redford. Grady has spent the last three decades composing thrillers
and screenplays.
North America: Mysterious Press (April 2019)
Bulgaria: Bard

Agent: Michael Carlisle & David Hale Smith 14
Editor: Otto Penzler
Format: Manuscript

Rose Hartley
MAGGIE’S GOING NOWHERE

A big-hearted and riotously funny debut novel for readers of Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine.
Maggie Cotton is a bit useless. At 29, she is broke, alone, and sleeping on her mother’s couch
after cheating on her boyfriend (again). When her mother gives her one month’s rent to get
back on her feet, Maggie knows it’s just the stroke of good luck she’s been waiting for. She can
rent her own apartment, find a new job, start over…
Or she can spend the entire check on a decrepit, barely-functional RV and set up camp in her
best friend Jen’s backyard, which is precisely what Maggie does. With nowhere to go – and no
working bathroom – Maggie embarks on a series of hilarious misadventures where, for the first
time, she is finally forced to grow up.
Bursting with a livewire cast of characters – like Reuben, the sexy ex-con Maggie meets at her
part-time job, or Jono, Jen’s disgusting boyfriend – Maggie’s Going Nowhere is an ode to hot
messes, misfits, mistakes, and dancing to the beat of your own drum.
Rose Hartley is an award-winning poet and author of short fiction, who lives in Adelaide. In
2015 she was the joint recipient of the South Australian Hachette Mentorship Program. Her story “No Other Men in Mitchell” was nominated for an Australian Shadows Award and her poem “Metal Fume Fever” won the 2014 Axel Clark Memorial Prize for Poetry. She has been
longlisted for the Ron Pretty Poetry Prize and the Hachette Richell Prize for Unpublished Manuscripts. Rose holds a Bachelor of Creative Arts (Creative Writing) from the University of Melbourne. She teaches creative writing workshops for teenagers.
ANZ: Random House Australia (February 2020)

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Beverly Cousins
Format: Manuscript
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Elin Hilderbrand
SUMMER OF ‘69

Praise for The Perfect Couple:
“A quintessential summer read."―People
Welcome to the most tumultuous summer of the twentieth century!
It's 1969, and the times are changing. Every year, the Levin children have looked forward to
spending the summer at their grandmother's historic Nantucket home. But like so much else in
the world, nothing is the same: Blair, the oldest sister, is marooned in Boston, pregnant with
twins and unable to travel. Middle sister Kirby, caught up in the thrilling vortex of civil rights
protests and determined to be independent, takes a summer job on Martha's Vineyard. Tiger,
the only son, is an infantry draftee, recently deployed to Vietnam, and 13-year-old Jessie suddenly feels like an only child, marooned in the house with her out-of-touch grandmother and
her worried mother, each of them hiding a troubling secret. As the summer heats up, Ted Kennedy sinks a car in Chappaquiddick, man flies to the moon, and Jessie and her family experience their own dramatic upheavals along with the rest of the country.
In her first “period novel,” rich with the details of an era that shaped both society and an island thirty miles out to sea, Elin Hilderbrand once again earns her title as Queen of the Summer Novel.
Elin Hilderbrand is the author of many New York Times bestselling novels, including The Perfect Couple, The Identicals, Here’s To Us, The Rumor, Beautiful Day, Summerland, Silver Girl, The
Island, A Summer Affair, Barefoot, and The Perfect Couple. There are over five million copies of
Elin Hilderbrand’s novels in print and her sales continue to grow. Her books have been published in over twenty foreign countries.
World English: Little, Brown (June 2019)
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Agents: Michael Carlisle & David Forrer
Editor: Reagan Arthur
Format: Galley

Elin Hilderbrand
WHAT HAPPENS IN PARADISE

Praise for Winter in Paradise:
“As she does in her books set on Nantucket, Hilderbrand excels at establishing a setting (the food! the
luxury! the sea turtles!) that will inspire wanderlust…with engaging characters on a picturesque island, this is the perfect escape.” – Booklist
Secret lives and new loves emerge in the bright Caribbean sunlight, in the follow-up to national bestseller Winter in Paradise.
A year ago, Irene Steele had the shock of her life: her loving husband, father to their grown
sons and a successful businessman, was killed in a helicopter crash. But that wasn’t Irene’s only shattering news: he’d also been leading a double life on the island of St. John, where another
woman loved him, too.
Now Irene and her sons are back on St. John, determined to learn the truth about the mysterious life - and death – of a man they thought they knew. Along the way, they’re about to learn
some surprising truths about their own lives, and their futures.
Lush with the tropical details, romance, and drama that made Winter in Paradise a national
bestseller, What Happens in Paradise is another immensely satisfying page-turner from one of
American’s most beloved and engaging storytellers.
Elin Hilderbrand is the author of many New York Times bestselling novels, including The Perfect Couple, The Identicals, Here’s To Us, The Rumor, Beautiful Day, Summerland, Silver Girl, The
Island, A Summer Affair, Barefoot, and The Perfect Couple. There are over five million copies of
Elin Hilderbrand’s novels in print and her sales continue to grow. Her books have been published in over twenty foreign countries.
World English: Little, Brown (October 2019)

Agents: Michael Carlisle & David Forrer
Editor: Reagan Arthur
Format: Manuscript (June)
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Eloisa James
SAY NO TO THE DUKE
The Wildes of Lindow Castle

Praise for the Wildes of Lindow Castle series:
“Eloisa James crafts such a beautiful tale of two people in need of some good ole’ fashioned love, trust,
and off the charts chemistry...If you’re a fan of Lisa Kleypas’s Wallflower series, then James’s books
about the Wilde family are perfect for you!” – San Francisco Book Review
The latest in the bestselling Wildes of Lindow Castle series...
One little wager will determine their fate—a daring escape or falling into temptation with a
rakish lord.
Lady Betsy Wilde’s first season was triumphant by any measure, and a duke has proposed—
but before marriage, she longs for one last adventure.
No gentleman would agree to her scandalous plan—but Lord Jeremy Roden is no gentleman.
He offers a wager. If she wins a billiards game, he’ll provide the breeches.
If he wins…she is his, for one wild night.
But what happens when Jeremy realizes that one night will never be enough? In the
most important battle of his life, he’ll have to convince Betsy to say no to the duke.
Eloisa James is a USA Today and New York Times bestselling author and a professor of English
literature, who lives with her family in New York, but can sometimes be found in Paris or Italy. Her bestselling books have been sold in over 20 countries worldwide. She is the mother of
two and, in a particularly delicious irony for a romance writer, is married to a genuine Italian
knight.
North America: Avon (June 2019)
UK: Piatkus

Agent: Kim Witherspoon
Editor: Carrie Feron
Format: Manuscript (April)
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Dean Koontz
THE NIGHT WINDOW

“Readers...will surely be thrilled by the way Koontz orchestrates the spectacular finale to Jane’s story.”
—Kirkus (starred)
Jane Hawk’s one-woman war comes to an explosive climax as the rogue FBI agent gambles
everything against a terrifying conspiracy, for vengeance, for justice, and for humanity’s freedom—from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Silent Corner.
A visionary young filmmaker hunted for sport across a vast Colorado ranch by the celebrated
billionaire at the heart of a monstrous cabal; brilliant computer hacker slipping through topsecret databases a whisper ahead of security trackers, gathering the facts to fight the allpowerful perpetrators of mass murder ; pair of brutal operators, methodically shadowing their
targets with every cutting-edge tool in the arsenal of today’s surveillance state; sequence of
quiet heroes—everyday citizens—stepping up, stepping forward, intent on countering the advancing darkness ; Vegas mob boss teamed with a homicidal sociopath, circling a beloved boy
and his protectors, aiming to secure him as leverage against his fugitive mother ...
And that fugitive mother herself, ex-agent Jane Hawk, closing in on the malevolent architects
of ruin she has stalked as they stalk her, prepared to sacrifice herself to finally bring them
down.
The Night Window is the thrilling new novel in Dean Koontz’s acclaimed Jane Hawk series. Replete with the ingenious twists, spellbinding action, resonant themes, and sheer heart, The
Night Window follows its extraordinary heroine to her long-sought objective, in a stunning, unforgettable finale.
Dean Koontz, the author of many #1 New York Times bestsellers, lives in California with his
wife, Gerda, their golden retriever, Elsa, and the enduring spirits of their goldens, Trixie and
Anna.
North America: Bantam (May 2019)
UK: HarperCollins
Turkey: Timas

Agent: Richard Pine & Kim Witherspoon
Editor: Tracy Devine
Format: Galley
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Erin Morgenstern
THE STARLESS SEA

Praise for The Night Circus:
“Magical. Enchanting. Spellbinding. Mesmerizing.” —Associated Press
From the New York Times bestselling author of The Night Circus, a timeless love story set in a
secret underground world—a place of pirates, painters, lovers, liars, and ships that sail upon a
starless sea.
Zachary Ezra Rawlins is a graduate student in Vermont when he discovers a strange book hidden in the library stacks. As he turns the pages, entranced by tales of lovelorn prisoners, key
collectors, and nameless acolytes, he reads something strange: a story from his own childhood.
Bewildered by this inexplicable book and desperate to make sense of how his own life came to
be recorded, Zachary uncovers a series of clues — a bee, a key, and a sword — that lead him to
a masquerade party in New York, to a secret club, and through a doorway to a subterranean
library, hidden far below the surface of the earth.
What Zachary finds in this curious place is more than just a buried home for books and their
guardians — it is a place of lost cities and seas, lovers who pass notes under doors and across
time, and of stories whispered by the dead. Zachary learns of those who have sacrificed much
to protect this realm, relinquishing their sight and their tongues to preserve this archive, and
also those who are intent on its destruction. Together with Mirabel, a fierce, pink-haired protector of the place, and Dorian, a handsome barefoot man with shifting alliances, Zachary travels the twisting tunnels, darkened stairwells, crowded ballrooms, and sweetly soaked shores of
this magical world, discovering his purpose — in both the mysterious book and in his own life.
Erin Morgenstern is the author of The Night Circus, a number-one national bestseller that has
sold over 3 million copies worldwide and has been translated into thirty-seven languages. She
has a degree in Theatre from Smith College and lives in Massachusetts.
North America: Doubleday (November 2019)
UK: Harvill Secker
Croatia: Fraktura
Czech Republic: Argo
France: Sonatine Editions
Germany: Heyne
Italy: Fazi
Poland: Dressler Dublin
Portugal: Casa das Letras
Russia: Corpus
Slovakia: Lindeni

Agents: Richard Pine
Editor: Jennifer Jackson
Format: Manuscript
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Julie Orringer
THE FLIGHT PORTFOLIO

“No book this year could possibly compare with The Flight Portfolio: ambitious, meticulous, bighearted, gorgeous, historical, suspenseful, everything you want a novel to be.”
—Andrew Sean Greer, Pulitzer Prize winning author of Less
The long-awaited novel from the best-selling author of The Invisible Bridge takes us back to occupied Europe in this gripping historical novel based on the true story of Varian Fry’s extraordinary attempt to save the work, and the lives, of Jewish artists fleeing the Holocaust
In 1940, Varian Fry–a Harvard educated journalist–traveled to Marseille carrying three thousand dollars and a list of imperiled artists and writers he hoped to rescue within a few weeks.
Instead, he ended up staying in France for thirteen months, working under the veil of a legitimate relief organization to procure false documents, amass emergency funds, and set up an
underground railroad that led over the Pyrenees, into Spain, and finally to Lisbon, where the
refugees embarked for safer ports. Among his many clients were Hannah Arendt, Franz Werfel, Andre Breton, Max Ernst, Marcel Duchamp, and Marc Chagall.
The Flight Portfolio opens at the Chagalls’ ancient stone house in Gordes, France, as the novel’s
hero desperately tries to persuade them of the barbarism and tragedy descending on Europe.
Masterfully crafted, exquisitely written, impossible to put down, this is historical fiction of the
very first order, and resounding confirmation of Orringer’s gifts as a novelist.
Julie Orringer is the author of the award-winning short-story collection How to Breathe Underwater, which was a New York Times Notable Book. Her novel, The Invisible Bridge, was a finalist
for the 2010 National Jewish Book Award in Fiction and published in 18 countries. She is the
winner of The Paris Review’s Discovery Prize and the recipient of fellowships from the National Endowment for the Arts, Stanford University, and the Dorothy and Lewis B. Cullman Center for Scholars and Writers at the New York Public Library. She lives in Brooklyn, where she
is researching a new novel.
North America: Knopf (May 2019)
Hungary: Libri Konvykiado
Poland: Czarna Owca
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Agent: Kim Witherspoon
Editor: Jordan Pavlin
Format: Galley

Brett Paesel
EVERYTHING IS JUST FINE

“Paesel is one of those rare writers who can make us laugh out loud while delivering a gut punch of
truth at the same time ” - Jill Soloway, author of She Wants It
In this brilliant, laugh-out-loud satire, image-conscious parents on a Beverly Hills junior soccer
team struggle to keep up appearances as their private lives careen out of control.
Coach Randy is working mightily to keep it together, and not simply with his vaguely unhappy wife, distant child, and new boss who’s eliminating half the sales force. This season’s soccer
parents are a demanding bunch. Diane’s wine-fueled group e-mails are almost unintelligible;
team mom Jacqui’s enthusiasm for the league verges on manic; a divorced couple can barely
conceal their murderous rage at each other; and another mom is laser-focused on schooling
everyone on what constitutes a healthy snack option.
All the secrets and lies bubbling below the surface of their membrane-thin civility threaten to
combust when Alejandro, a young, foreign assistant coach, refuses to play by the Beverly Hills
code, which is to mind your own business and don’t look too deeply into anyone’s soul. Especially your own.
Paesel brings hilarity and huge heart to a world that looks enviable and shiny on the outside
but is, in truth, filled with aching for connection on the inside. In the vein of Perrotta and Semple, everyday life in Paesel’s deft rendering is anything but.

Brett Paesel’s is the author of the Los Angeles Times bestseller “Mommies Who Drink (Warner
Books, 2006). Her work has been published in numerous collections and publications including the New York Times, Los Angeles Times, and Salon.com. In Hollywood, she has been a consulting producer on Amazon’s series, Transparent and I Love Dick. She has developed and
written shows for HBO, ABC, Fox, Comedy Central, WB, Lifetime, and Nick at Nite. As an actor, she was a cast member of Transparent (she played Rita) and HBO’s, Mr. Show with Bob and
David. She lives in Los Angeles, with her husband and two sons.
North America: Grand Central (April 2019)

Agent: Alexis Hurley
Editor: Amy Pierpont
Format: Galley
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Christopher Reich
CROWN JEWEL

"Reich infuses his narrative with numerous plot threads that seem separate but end up satisfyingly intersecting for a suspenseful ending. Readers will want to see a lot more of Riske. “
―Publishers Weekly
Stolen sports cars, brilliant casino heists, and the brazen kidnapping of a prince: only the shadowy spy-for-hire Simon Riske can stop the mastermind behind it all.
Monte Carlo's lavish casinos have become the target of a sophisticated and brutal team of professional gamblers; a casino dealer has been beaten to death; a German heiress's son has been
kidnapped. Who better to connect the crimes and foil a daringly brilliant plot than Simon
Riske, freelance industrial spy? Riske – part Bond, part Reacher – knows Monte Carlo well: it's
where he was once a thrill-seeking thief himself, robbing armored trucks and leading police on
dangerous car chases across the Côte d'Azur, until he was double-crossed, served his time, and
graduated as an investment genius from the Sorbonne.
Now Riske is a man who solves problems, the bigger and "riskier" the better. From the baccarat
tables of Europe's finest casinos to the superyachts moored in Monaco's Port Hercule to a secluded chalet deep in the Swiss Alps, Riske will do what he does best: get in over his head,
throw himself into danger, and find a way to outthink villains of every stripe.
In one of the most clever, enjoyable, and entertaining new series to come along in years, this
sequel to The Take gives readers what they want most: a hero we can root for, locales we wish
we were in, and a plot that never lets up.
Christopher Reich is the New York Times bestselling author of The Take, Numbered Account, Rules of Deception, Rules of Vengeance, Rules of Betrayal, and many other thrillers. His novel The Patriots Club won the International Thriller Writers award for Best Novel in 2006. He
lives in Encinitas, California.
North America: Mulholland Books/Little, Brown (March 2019)
Israel: Steimatzky
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Agent: Richard Pine
Editor: Wes Miller
Format: Galley

Eithne Shortall
GRACE AFTER HENRY

"An engrossing, surprising, and empowering story about the complexities of love, grief, and family. The
characters were so beautifully developed that by the time I finished reading, I felt like I'd known them
forever." – Jill Santopolo, author of The Light We Lost
In the spirit of Cecelia Ahern’s P.S. I Love You, and with the promise of a young Marian Keyes,
Grace After Henry is a deeply warm, funny story about love, loss, and second chances.
When Henry Walsh is killed in a freak biking accident, Grace feels like she’s lost her own shadow. They’d been inseparable for five years: five years of the most rollicking, soul-finding love
Grace thought any two people could share, and as she stands in the house they’d bought just
days before Henry’s accident, she’s quite sure the rooms will never warm.
Grace goes through the motions of life, but soon becomes convinced she sees Henry everywhere and that Dublin, the city where they fell in love, will be forever wrapped in him. She
also worries she’s gone mad. Then, one afternoon, she really does see him. He shows up at her
door, and Grace’s world is blown wide open.
Grace After Henry teems with a zany, memorable cast of characters all searching for a sense of
home. This is a witty, modern love story that, although set entirely in reality, comes imbued
with a sense of magic.
Eithne Shortall studied journalism at Dublin City University and has lived in London, France,
and America. Now based in Dublin, she is chief arts writer for The Sunday Times Ireland. She
enjoys sea swimming, cycling, and eating scones. She is the author of Love in Row 27.
North America: Putnam (March 2019)
UK: Atlantic Books (May 2018)
Germany: Diana Verlag
Hungary: GeneralPress Kiado
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Agent: Lyndsey Blessing
Editor: Tara Singh-Carlson
Format: Galley

Meg Tilly
SOLACE ISLAND and
CLIFF’S EDGE

Praise for Solace Island:
"Solace Island sparkles with the winning combination of mystery and romance sprinkled with humor
and a very sexy hero. What’s not to love?"—Mariah Stewart, author of The Goodbye Cafe
In Solace Island, the first in the three-book series, Maggie Harris is living the dream. She has a
successful business with her fiancé and a future that looks bright and hopeful. But when she’s
dumped via phone call on the eve of their wedding, Maggie’s dreams of a happy-ever-after are
destroyed. She retreats to Solace Island, an idyllic island in the Pacific Northwest, with her sister Eve to nurse her wounds. What she doesn’t expect is to meet Luke Benson, a drop-dead
gorgeous baker with a mysterious past. Just when she starts to let her guard down, it becomes
clear that someone is trying to kill her. Maggie must figure out who wants her dead and if
Luke is someone to fall for or fear.
In the next in the series, Cliff’s Edge, Eve Harris is all set to house-sit and run the bakery she
shares with her sister while Maggie goes on her honeymoon, but there’s one problem–the
house is already occupied by a movie star. Not only does he insist on staying, he also offers to
help. Rhys Thomas is looking for a place to lie low after wrapping up his latest film, so when
Luke offers up his house as a safe haven, Rhys sees the perfect opportunity for a little R & R.
But rest is the last thing on his mind as he and Eve grow close. And Eve and Rhys are not as
alone as they think. As danger trails Eve, it will take everything Rhys has to save the woman
he loves.
Meg Tilly is a critically acclaimed Golden Globe winning actress. She starred in The Big Chill,
Agnes of God, Masquerade and more. She is the author of six published young adult and women’s fiction novels, including A Taste Of Heaven which was shortlisted for the 2014 Libris
Young Reader Book of the Year and the 2014 Diamond Willow Award, and won the 2014/2015
Chocolate Lilly Award. She is at work on the 3rd book in the series, Hidden Cove.
North America: Berkeley
Solace Island (November 2018)
Cliff’s Edge (May 2019)
UK: Piatkus

Agent: Kim Witherspoon
Editors: Kerry Donovan & Cindy Hwang
Format: Book/Galley
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Paul Tremblay
GROWING THINGS

Praise for The Cabin at the End of the World:
“A tremendous book – thought-provoking and terrifying, with tension that winds up like a chain. The
Cabin at the End of the World is Tremblay’s personal best. It’s that good.” —Stephen King
A chilling collection of psychological suspense and literary horror from the multiple awardwinning author of the national bestseller The Cabin at the End of the World. A masterful anthology featuring nineteen pieces of short fiction, Growing Things is an exciting glimpse into Paul
Tremblay’s fantastically fertile imagination.
In “The Teacher,” a Bram Stoker Award nominee for best short story, a student is forced to
watch a disturbing video that will haunt and torment her and her classmates’ lives. Four men
rob a pawn shop at gunpoint only to vanish, one-by-one, as they speed away from the crime
scene in “The Getaway.” In “Swim Wants to Know If It’s as Bad as Swim Thinks,” a meth addict kidnaps her daughter from her estranged mother as their town is terrorized by a giant
monster . . . or not.
Joining these haunting works are stories linked to Tremblay’s previous novels. The tour de
force novella “Notes from the Dog Walkers” deconstructs horror and publishing, possibly
bringing in a character from A Head Full of Ghosts, all while serving as a prequel
to Disappearance at Devil’s Rock. “The Thirteenth Temple” follows another character from A
Head Full of Ghosts—Merry, who has published a tell-all memoir written years after the events
of the novel. And the title story, “Growing Things,” a tale loosely shared between the sisters
in A Head Full of Ghosts, is told in full.
Paul Tremblay has won the Bram Stoker, British Fantasy, and Massachusetts Book Awards
and is the author of Disappearance at Devil’s Rock, A Head Full of Ghosts, and the crime novels The Little Sleep and No Sleep Till Wonderland. He is currently a member of the board of directors of the Shirley Jackson Awards, and his essays and short fiction have appeared in the Los
Angeles Times, Entertainment Weekly online, and numerous year’s-best anthologies. He has a
master’s degree in mathematics and lives outside Boston with his wife and two children.
North America: William Morrow (July 2019)
UK: Titan
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Agents: Stephen Barbara
Editors: Jennifer Brehl
Format: Galley

David Vann
HALIBUT ON THE MOON

Praise for Aquarium:
"Since electrifying the literary world with his debut novel, Legend of a Suicide, Vann has racked up
an astonishing number of international awards. This lovely, wrenching novel should add to that list."
—Library Journal (starred review)
In his riveting new novel, internationally bestselling New York Times Notable author and Prix
Medicis étranger-winner David Vann reimagines his father’s final days. Halibut on the
Moon traces the roots of mental illness in one man’s life as he attempts to anchor himself to the
places and people that once shaped his sense of identity.
Jim arrives in California from Alaska and surrenders himself to the care of his brother Gary,
who intends to watch over him. Swinging unpredictably from manic highs to extreme lows,
Jim wanders ghost-like through the remains of his old life attempting to find meaning in his
tattered relationships with family and friends. As sessions with his therapist become increasingly combative and his connections to others seem ever more tenuous, Jim is propelled forward by his thoughts, which have the potential to lead him, despairingly, to his end.
Halibut on the Moon is a searing exploration of a man held captive by the dark logic of depression and struggling mightily to wrench himself free. In vivid and haunting prose, Vann offers
us an aching portrait of a mind in peril, searching desperately for some hope of redemption.
David Vann’s internationally-bestselling books have been published in 23 languages and
won 14 prizes, including best foreign novel in France and Spain. He has written for The Atlantic
Monthly, Esquire, Outside, The Sunday Times, The Observer, The Guardian, The Financial Times,
McSweeney’s, and other magazines and newspapers. A former Guggenheim fellow, National
Endowment for the Arts fellow, Wallace Stegner fellow, and John L’Heureux fellow, he holds
degrees from Stanford and Cornell and is currently a Professor at the University of Warwick in
England and Honorary Professor at the University of Franche-Comté in France.
North America: Grove Atlantic (March 2019)
ANZ: Text Publishing
France: Gallmeister
Holland: Bezige Bij
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Agents: Kim Witherspoon & David Forrer
Editors: Elisabeth Schmitz & Katie Raissian
Format: Book

Non-Fiction

Dale Beran
IT CAME FROM
SOMETHING AWFUL

The internet has transformed the ways we think and act, and by consequence, our politics. The
most impactful recent political movements on the far left and right started with massive
online collectives of teenagers. Strangely, both movements began on the same website: an
anime imageboard called 4chan.org. It Came from Something Awful is the fascinating and bizarre story of 4chan and its profound effect on youth counterculture.
Dale Beran has observed the website's shifting activities and interests since the beginning.
4chan is a microcosm of the internet itself―simultaneously at the vanguard of contemporary
culture, politics, comedy and language, and a new low for all of the above. It was the original
meme machine, mostly frequented by socially awkward and disenfranchised young men in
search of a place to be alone together.
During the recession of the late 2000’s, the memes became political. 4chan was the online hub
of a leftist hacker collective known as Anonymous and a prominent supporter of the Occupy
Wall Street movement. But within a few short years, the site’s ideology spun on its axis; it became the birthplace and breeding ground of the alt-right. In It Came from Something Awful,
Beran uses his insider’s knowledge and natural storytelling ability to chronicle 4chan's strange
journey from creating rage-comics to inciting riots to―according to some―memeing Donald
Trump into the White House.
Dale Beran is a writer and artist whose work has been published in McSweeney’s, Quartz, The
Huffington Post, The Daily Dot, The Nib, and The Baltimore City Paper. His recent article on Medium, “4chan: The Skeleton Key to the Rise of Trump,” became a sensation that was shared and
recommended by JK Rowling and Marc Maron, among many others. He has a BA in classics
from Bard and a JD from Fordham. He lives in Baltimore.
North America: All Points Books/Macmillan (July 2019)
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Agent: William Callahan
Editor: Adam Bellow
Format: Manuscript

Bianca Bosker
ARTSY FARTSY
A Strange Trip Among the Loners, Dreamers, Con Men,
and Piranhas Who Bring Art to Life

Praise for Cork Dork:
“In this delightfully written and keenly observed book, Bianca Bosker helps us become connoisseurs not
only of wine but also of people whose passions would more aptly be described as obsessions.”
—Walter Isaacson, author of The Innovators
Once upon a time, Bianca Bosker connected with art and took pleasure from decoding it. But
recently, as she struggled to match her own interpretations with the text on gallery walls, the
art world sent her a new message: You don’t belong here.
The uncomfortable truth was that when it came to the work cheered in magazines, galleries,
and at cocktail parties—that is, when it came to much of the work of living artists—she was
almost universally befuddled. But contemporary art has become impossible to ignore. Artists
have dethroned rock stars: People voluntarily spend hours in lines to glimpse Yayoi Kusama’s
mirrored rooms, or James Turrell’s responsive rain. And yet, many people are completely intimidated by it. This might seem to rank low on the list of earthly tragedies, but then again art,
like language, is a fundamental part of being human.
Bosker follows the path artwork takes from the glimmer of an idea to enshrinement in the Fine
Art canon, beginning in the studios populated by aspiring up-and-comers, and continuing
through the system of galleries, museums and auction houses. In the process, she will regain
fluency with our forgotten language: art. This quest will not only address what we can uncover in art, but will also examine what artists, and their creations, can bring out in each of us.

Bianca Bosker is an award-winning journalist and the author of the New York
Times bestseller CORK DORK: A Wine-Fueled Adventure Among the Obsessive Sommeliers, Big
Bottle Hunters, and Rogue Scientists Who Taught Me to Live for Taste. Bosker has written for The
Atlantic, The New Yorker online, The New York Times, The Wall Street Journal, Food & Wine, and
The Guardian. She is the 2018 winner of the M.F.K. Fisher Award for Excellence in Culinary
Writing.
North America: Viking (Summer 2021)
UK: Allen & Unwin
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Agent: Richard Pine
Editor: Lindsey Schwoeri
Format: Proposal

Marc Brackett
PERMISSION TO FEEL
Unlocking the Power of Emotions to Help Our Kids, Ourselves,
and Our Society Thrive.

The mental wellbeing of our children is catastrophically low. We can see this wherever we
look: in measurable health outcomes, in test scores, in self-reporting. And we can see it in our
own homes. Our most influential ideas for fighting back against this catastrophe are failing. At
the very best, they contain it. Usually, they exacerbate it. We’re all looking for an answer but
we’re all coming up short.
Marc Brackett, a professor at the Child Study Center and founding director of the Yale Center
for Emotional Intelligence, knows why. And he knows what we can each do, instead, to immediately improve the lives of our children, our schools, and our own lives. The core of his approach is a legacy from his childhood, from an uncle named Marvin who alone among adults
in his life, managed to see Marc, and listen to him, and recognize the suffering, bullying, and
abuse he’d endured. Marvin, a teacher, gave Marc permission to feel.
In the decades since then, Marc has led numerous teams of researchers and raised tens of millions of dollars to investigate the roots of emotional wellbeing, especially among children. His
prescription for healthy children (and their parents, teachers, and schools) is acronymized as
RULER, a memorable and fast-effect approach to mastering emotions (instead of ignoring
them). This book will be the culmination of Marc’s mission to help people everywhere become
emotionally literate.
Marc A. Brackett is founding director of the Yale Center for Emotional Intelligence and Professor in the Child Study Center at Yale University. RULER has been adopted by over 1,500 public, charter, and private pre-school to high schools across the United States and in other countries, including Australia, China, England, Italy, Mexico, Spain, and Sri Lanka.
North America: Celadon Books (September 2019)
UK: Quercus
China: Beijing Xiron Publishing
Korea: Business Books and Co.
Romania: Editura Trei
Taiwan: CommonWealth Magazine

Agent: Richard Pine
Editor: Jamie Raab
Format: Manuscript (April)
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Patricia Walsh Chadwick
LITTLE SISTER

"Patricia Chadwick's Little Sister sheds light on a part of the history of American Catholicism that has
been kept in the shadows. This fascinating, often horrifying story lets us in on the secrets of a cult that
separated parents from children, fostered psychological abuse, and isolated its members from the modern world... all in the name of the One True Church." —Mary Gordon, author of On Thomas Merton
Imagine an eighteen-year-old American girl who has never read a newspaper, watched television, or made a phone call. An eighteen-year-old-girl who has never danced—and this in the
1960s.

It is in Cambridge, Massachusetts where Leonard Feeney, a controversial (soon to be excommunicated) Catholic priest, has founded a religious community called the Slaves of the Immaculate Heart of Mary. The Center's members—many of them educated at Harvard and
Radcliffe—surrender all earthly possessions and aspects of their life, including their children,
to him. Patricia Chadwick was one of those children, and Little Sister is her account of growing
up in the Feeney sect.
Separated from her parents and forbidden to speak to them, Patricia bristles against the community’s draconian rules, yearning for another life. When, at seventeen, she is banished from
the Center, her home, she faces the world alone, without skills, family, or money but empowered with faith and a fierce determination to succeed on her own, which she does, rising eventually to the upper echelons of the world of finance and investing.
A tale of resilience and grace, Little Sister chronicles, in riveting prose, a surreal childhood and
does so without rancor or self-pity.
Patricia Walsh Chadwick was born in Cambridge, Massachusetts in 1948. She received her
BA in Economics from Boston University and had a thirty-year career in the investment business. Today she sits on a number of corporate boards, mentors middle school girls in Harlem,
and serves as founding CEO of a health care company that serves Connecticut’s LGBTQ community. She is married and lives in Connecticut with her husband. They have two children.
North America: Post Hill Press (April 2019)

Agent: Michael Carlisle
Editor: Anthony Ziccardi
Format: Galley
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Amy Cuddy
BULLIES, BYSTANDERS,
AND BRAVE HEARTS

Bullying is different, now. We can all see it. This new reality has given us spectacle and entertainment and schadenfreude. But we’ve lost perspective, and we’ve lost track of what bullying
means for all of us. Will we stand by? Will we be brave? Is it even worth it?
Susan Cain’s Quiet completely reframed the idea of introversion. Amy Cuddy is too late to reframe bullying for the 21st century—the bullies got there first. But she will show people how
they can be brave. Bullies, Bystanders and Bravehearts will look at the mechanisms of bullying
and bystanding that brought us to where we are today, and what we must face in order to
move on. Amy would know.

She is not just a scientist-observer of this subject; she has been the subject and target of intense
bullying herself. This will be a raw and honest book on the psychology of bullying (and its alternatives), something no one has written before.
At some point, we will all be unfairly targeted, and we will all will stand by and watch it happen to someone else, wishing we knew what to do. This book will answer that wish, explaining how bullying works today, and how to beat it, by using Amy’s story and the stories of others to illustrate the social science on this antisocial new world.
Bullies, Bystanders and Bravehearts will have the narrative power and scientific authority to take
every reader on a journey to the heart of bravery. What could be more important than that?

Amy Cuddy’s first book Presence: Bringing Your Boldest Self to Your Biggest Challenges is a New
York Times, Washington Post, USA Today, Wall Street Journal, Publisher’s Weekly, and Globe and
Mail bestseller and has been published in 35 countries. Cuddy’s 2012 TED Talk is the second
most-watched talk, with more than 50 million views. She has given keynote addresses to a
wide range of audiences around the world. Cuddy earned her Ph.D. from Princeton University
and was a professor at Harvard Business School, Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of
Management, and Rutgers University. She continues to teach at Harvard Business School in
executive education.
North America: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (Spring 2021)

Agent: Richard Pine
Editor: Deb Brody
Format: Proposal
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Sunil Dutta
STEALING GREEN MANGOES
Two Brothers, Two Fates, One Indian Childhood

A memoir that zeroes in on the crux between two brothers: one who became an LAPD officer,
and the other a terrorist.
Sunil Dutta is a twenty-year veteran of the LAPD. Before that, he was a biologist at the University of California and a translator of classic Indian poetry. Before that, he was a destitute refugee, one of many uprooted by the genocidal violence surrounding the Partition of India. Back
then, he had a brother. They were children together, chasing whatever fun they could find in
impossible conditions. Sunil looked up to Raju. He admired his strength, his character.
Raju took a different path. He was arrested, he fled the law, he became a fugitive. He became a
terrorist. Then he became a father—and then a murderer.
Sunil urgently wants to understand what choices had led he and his brother down such radically different paths. In Stealing Green Mangoes, Dutta takes us from his family home in Rajasthan to America, to France, to the streets of southeastern Los Angeles, homing in on the questions that tore him and Raju apart: Can you outgrow the madness that made you? Can you
make peace with the ghosts of your past?
With sweeping, spiritual ambitions, Stealing Green Mangoes tells the story of a man who
pushed back against the forces that captured his own brother and built a compassionate,
meaningful life in a broken world.

Sunil Dutta was born in a refugee family in India and came to the United States when he was
twenty-two. He received his B.S. in India, Master’s degree at the University of Florida, and
Ph.D. at the University of California at Davis and an additional Master’s degree from the Naval Postgraduate School, Center for Homeland Defense and Security (NPS/CHDS). Sunil retired from with the Los Angeles Police Department (LAPD) as a police sergeant after twenty
years of service and was awarded the Police Medal for bravery by the LAPD. He is a professor
of homeland security and a recognized expert in terrorism issues. Sunil has been published in
The Nation, Newsweek, Christian Science Monitor, the Washington Post, American Poetry Review,
Los Angeles Times, Chicago Tribune, Daily News, and elsewhere.
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North America: Ecco/Bourdain Books (October 2019)

Agent: Kim Witherspoon
Editor: Sara Birmingham
Format: Manuscript (April)

David Fajgenbaum
CHASING MY CURE
A Doctor’s Race to Turn Hope into Action

“His Doctors Were Stumped. Then He Took Over.” – The New York Times
The inspiring memoir of a young doctor and former college athlete who became a champion
for people suffering from rare, under-researched diseases – all while battling his own.
A former Georgetown quarterback, David Fajgenbaum was also a force in medical school,
where he was known for his unmatched mental stamina. But things changed dramatically
when he began suffering from inexplicable fatigue. In a matter of weeks, his organs were failing and he was read his last rites. Doctors were baffled over a condition they had yet to even
diagnose. Fajgenbaum prayed for the equivalent of game day overtime: a second chance.
Miraculously, Fajgenbaum survived, but only to endure repeated near-death relapses from
what would eventually be identified as a form of Castleman Disease – an extremely deadly
and rare condition that acts like a cross between cancer and an autoimmune disease. When he
realized that the medical community was unlikely to make progress in time to save his life, Fajgenbaum turned his desperate hope into concrete action: between hospitalizations he studied
his charts and tested his blood samples, looking for clues that could unlock a new treatment.
More than five years later and now married to his college sweetheart, his hard work has paid
off: a treatment that he identified has induced a tentative remission and his novel approach to
collaborative scientific inquiry has become a blueprint for advancing rare disease research. His
incredible story demonstrates the potency of hope, and what can happen when forces of determination, love, family, faith, and serendipity collide.
David Fajgenbaum, MD, MBA, MSc is a graduate of Georgetown University, the University
of Oxford and the University of Pennsylvania (both the School of Medicine and the Wharton
School of Business). He is an assistant professor of medicine at the University of Pennsylvania,
the associate director for the Penn Orphan Disease Center, and co-founder and executive director of the Castleman Disease Collaborative Network. He has been recognized with multiple
awards, including the Forbes "30 Under 30" for healthcare and has been profiled in The New
York Times, Forbes, and Science, among others.
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North America: Ballantine (September 2019)
Korea: Thenan
Romania: Publica

Agent: Richard Pine
Editor: Marnie Cochran
Format: Manuscript

Isaac Stone Fish
DO YOU WANT TO LIVE IN
CHINA’S WORLD?

China has the West in a headlock.
Hollywood studios share their scripts with Communist Party officials. Students, professors,
and administrators at top universities watch what they say because they fear losing access to
China. Politicians protect Beijing so they can lucratively consult for Chinese companies after
leaving office. And in January, the Marriott, a U.S.-based hotel chain, “liked” a Twitter post
about the nationhood of Tibet. Amid similar incidents with foreign brands like Zara, Delta Airlines, and Qantas, Beijing decided to make an example of Marriott—it required the US chain to
shut down all of its Chinese websites and apps for 7 days, and to abjectly apologize to Beijing.
Marriot yielded.
These are only some of the many worrying examples of the West’s acquiescence of Chinese
control. Do You Want To Live In China’s World? reveals how Chinese people and institutions
linked to the Party are reshaping our nation and threatening our democracy.
Isaac Stone Fish is an internationally recognized expert on China, award-winning journalist,
influential opinion writer and fluent Mandarin speaker. He is a contributing columnist to the
Washington Post, regularly reporting on the West’s relationship with China. He is a senior fellow at the Asia Society's Center on Chinese Relations in New York City, an on-air contributor
to CBSNews.com, a visiting fellow at the German Marshall Fund, an international affairs analyst for PRI's The World, a regular guest on Bloomberg TV, and a frequent television commentator on major networks. Isaac is a graduate of Columbia University, specializing in Chinese literature.
North America: Knopf (2020)

Agent: Kim Witherspoon
Editor: Andrew Miller
Format: Proposal
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Michael Greger
HOW NOT TO DIET
The Groundbreaking Science of Healthy,
Permanent Weight Loss

“This book may help those who are susceptible to illnesses that can be prevented.”
— His Holiness the Dalai Lama
Discover the cutting-edge science behind long-term weight loss success, in this powerful new
book from the New York Times bestselling author of How Not to Die
Every month seems to bring a trendy diet or weight loss fad―and yet obesity rates continue to
rise, and with it a growing number of health problems. It’s time for a different approach.
Enter Dr. Michael Greger, the internationally-renowned nutrition expert, physician, and
founder of Nutritionfacts.org. Author of the mega bestselling How Not to Die, Dr. Greger now
turns his attention to the latest research on the leading causes―and remedies―of obesity.
Dr. Greger hones in on the optimal criteria to enable weight loss, while considering how these
foods actually affect our health and longevity. He lays out the key ingredients of the ideal
weight-loss diet―factors such as calorie density, the insulin index, and the impact of foods on
our gut microbiome―showing how plant-based eating is crucial to our success.
But How Not to Diet goes beyond food to identify twenty-one weight-loss accelerators available
to our bodies, incorporating the latest discoveries in cutting-edge areas like chronobiology to
reveal the factors that maximize our natural fat-burning capabilities.
Chock full of actionable advice and groundbreaking dietary research, How Not to Diet will put
an end to dieting―and replace those constant weight-loss struggles with a simple, healthy,
sustainable lifestyle.
Dr. Michael Greger is a physician, author, and internationally recognized speaker on nutrition, food safety, and public health issues. He runs the popular website Nutritionfacts.org, a
nonprofit, science-based public service site providing free daily updates on the latest in nutrition research. Dr. Greger serves as the Director of Public Health and Animal Agriculture at the
Humane Society of the United States.
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North America: Flatiron Books (December 2019)
UK: Blue Bird/Macmillan

Agent: Richard Pine & Eliza Rothstein
Editor: Sarah Murphy
Format: Manuscript (May)

Martin Hägglund
THIS LIFE
Secular Faith and Spiritual Freedom

“Arriving at a moment of widespread intellectual and political disorientation, This Life is a timely, profoundly ambitious attempt to fashion a new foundation for personal and collective existence. ...”
—Stephen Greenblatt, author of The Swerve: How the World Became Modern
In this groundbreaking book, the philosopher Martin Hägglund challenges our notions of faith
and freedom. The faith we need to cultivate, is not a religious faith in eternity but a secular
faith devoted to our finite life together. He shows that all spiritual questions of freedom are
inseparable from economic and material conditions. What ultimately matters is how we treat
one another in this life and what we do with our time together.

Hägglund develops new existential and political principles, while transforming our understanding of spiritual life. His critique of religion takes us to the heart of what it means to
mourn our loved ones, be committed, and care about a sustainable world. His critique of capitalism demonstrates that we fail to sustain our democratic values because our lives depend on
wage labor. In clear and path-breaking terms, Hägglund explains why capitalism is inimical to
our freedom and why we should instead pursue a novel form of democratic socialism.
Engaging with great philosophers from Aristotle to Hegel and Marx; literary writers from
Dante to Proust and Knausgaard; political economists from Mill to Keynes and Hayek; religious thinkers from Augustine to Kierkegaard and Martin Luther King, Jr., This Life gives us
new access to our past—for the sake of a different future.
Martin Hagglund is a professor of comparative literature and humanities at Yale University.
He is also a member of the Society of Fellows at Harvard University, where he was a Junior
Fellow (2009–2012). A native of Sweden, he is the author of three highly acclaimed books. He
received a Guggenheim Fellowship in 2018.
North America: Pantheon (March 2019)
UK: Profile Books
Korea: IZI Publishing

Agent: Kim Witherspoon
Editor: Gerry Howard
Format: Book
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Zach Klein
CABIN PORN
Inside

Praise for Cabin Porn:
“An enchanting rabbit hole” – The New York Times
From the bestselling authors of Cabin Porn, a look inside the cabin of your dreams, with gorgeous photography and stories of those who've found bliss in nature's solitude.
As a result of the 2015 book, Cabin Porn was catapulted from cult hit to household name, with
over 300,000 copies printed worldwide. In his latest book, the author will answer the question
his fans most want answered: what's behind those gorgeous stone walls and weather-beaten
timbers? Featuring photographs of the lived-in spaces of these aspirational homes alongside
the stories of those who have made the transition to cabin living, this book invites readers to
create their own cabin in the woods, wherever they might be.
Cabin Porn has become a mainstream lifestyle: entire startups, hotels and housing developments have been inspired by the original book. This new book will be the definitive guide not
just for the cabin builder, but also for anyone seeking perspective on how to create spaces that
spellbind us with their warmth and ingenious simplicity.
Zach Klein is an author of Cabin Porn: Inspiration for Your Quiet Place Somewhere, creator of
cabinporn.com, and entrepreneur who co-founded and designed Vimeo—one of the largest
websites in the world with more than 20 million users. He lives in San Francisco, and regularly
travels to his cabin in Beaver Brook.
World English: Little, Brown (April 2020)

Agent: Richard Pine
Editor: Michael Szczerban
Format: Proposal
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John Mauceri
FOR THE LOVE OF MUSIC
The Art of Listening

“Mauceri demonstrates what it’s like to work closely with brilliant conductors, bringing their artistry to
life.” —Publishers Weekly
With a lifetime of experience, profound knowledge and understanding, and heartwarming appreciation, an internationally celebrated conductor and teacher answers the questions: Why
should I listen to classical music, and how can I get the most from the listening experience?
A protégée of Leonard Bernstein—his colleague for 18 years-—and an eminent conductor who
has toured and recorded all over the world, John Mauceri helps us to reap the joy and pleasures classical music has to offer. Briefly, we learn the way a musical tradition born in Ancient
Greece, embraced by the Roman Empire, and subsequently nurtured by influences from across
the globe, gave shape to the classical music that came to be embraced by cultures from Japan to
Bolivia. Then Mauceri examines the music itself, helping us understand what it is we hear
when we listen to classical music: how, by a kind of sonic metaphor, it expresses the deepest
recesses of human feeling and emotion; how each piece bears the traces of its history; how the
concert experience—a unique one each and every time—allows us to discover music anew.
Unpretentious, graceful, instructive, this is a book for the aficionado, the novice, and anyone
looking to have the love of music fired within them.
Over the past five decades, John Mauceri has conducted symphonies, operas, ballets, musicals, and film music around the world, appearing in the world’s most famous venues and serving as music director of four opera companies and three orchestras, as well as hosting television and radio programs. An accomplished recording artist, he has more than seventy albums
to his name, and is the recipient of a Grammy, a Tony, a Billboard, two Diapasons d’Or, three
Emmys, and four Deutschen Schallplattenkritik awards. He has written for The New York
Times, Los Angeles Times, The Times of London, and The Huffington Post, among other publications.
North America: Knopf (September 2019)
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Agent: Michael Carlisle
Editor: Jonathan Segal
Format: Manuscript

Christopher McDougall
RUNNING WITH SHERMAN
The Donkey with the Heart of a Hero

Praise for Born To Run:
“It’s a great book. . . . A really gripping read. . . .Unbelievable story . . . a really phenomenal book.”
—Jon Stewart on The Daily Show
A heartwarming story about training a rescue donkey to run one of the most grueling races in
America.
When Chris McDougall agreed to take in a donkey from an animal hoarder, he thought it
would be no harder than the rest of the adjustments he and his family had made after moving
from Philadelphia to the heart of Pennsylvania Amish country. But when he arrived Sherman
was in such bad shape he could barely move and his hair was coming out in clumps. Chris decided to undertake a radical rehabilitation program designed not only to heal Sherman's body,
but to heal his mind as well. It turns out, the best way to soothe a donkey is to give it a job and
so Chris decided to teach Sherman how to run. He'd heard about burro racing—a unique type
of race out west where humans and donkeys run together in a call-back to mining days—and
decided he and Sherman would enter the World Championship.
Easier said than done. In the course of Sherman's training, Chris would have to recruit several
other runners, both human and equine, and call upon the wisdom of burro racers, goat farmers, Amish running club members, and a group of irrepressible female long-haul truckers.
Along the way, he shows us the life-changing power of animals, nature, and community.
Christopher McDougall covered wars in Rwanda and Angola as a foreign correspondent for
the Associated Press before writing his best-selling book Born to Run. His fascination with the
limits of human potential led him to create the Outside magazine web series, "Art of the Hero."
He currently lives with his wife, two daughters, and a farmyard menagerie in Lancaster County, Pennsylvania.
North America: Knopf (October 2019)
UK: Profile Books
China: Cheers Publishing Co.
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Agent: Richard Pine
Editor: Edward Kastenmeier
Format: Manuscript

Judith Orloff
THRIVING AS AN EMPATH
A Daily Guide to Empower Sensitive People

“Dr. Orloff combines neuroscience, intuition, and energy medicine to show you how to stay powerful
and strong in the world, while also keeping your compassion and empathy alive.”
—Deepak Chopra, author of Super Genes
One of the biggest challenges that empaths and sensitive people face is how to be compassionate without taking on the stress of others and the world. In Thriving as an Empath: A Daily Guide
to Empower Sensitive People, New York Times best-selling author Dr. Judith Orloff provides selfcare practices, perspectives, and meditations that will empower readers to not only survive,
but thrive as an empath, every day of the year.

Organized as a day-by-day guide and attuned to the rhythms of the four seasons, this book
invites readers to join Dr. Orloff on a quest to attract positivity and deflect stress. Daily readings will explore a range of topics designed to support readers, enabling them to tune into the
cycles of time, light, and nature. Throughout the book, readers will learn tools to keep themselves centered and whole by trusting their intuition, setting boundaries, and protecting their
energy. This book will be an invaluable guide to the art of staying balanced and feeling gratitude in every moment.
The Empath’s Empowerment Journal is a companion book to Thriving as an Empath. It enables
readers to further express their gifts of empathy and practice self-care.
Judith Orloff, MD, is a leading voice in the fields of medicine, psychiatry, and intuitive development. An professor of psychiatry at UCLA, her bestselling books include The Empath’s Survival Guide, Emotional Freedom, Positive Energy, Dr. Judith Orloff's Guide to Intuitive Healing, and Second Sight. Dr. Orloff’s work has been featured in O Magazine, Forbes, Newsweek, and
many more. She has appeared on The Today Show, CBS, CNN, PBS, BBC, and NPR. Her popular TEDX talk has over half a million views, and she blogs for the Huffington Post
and Psychology Today.
World English: Sounds True (October 2019)
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Agent: Richard Pine
Editor: Jennifer Brown
Format: Manuscript

Kate Parker
THE HEART OF A BOY
Celebrating the Strength and Spirit of Boyhood

Praise for Strong is the New Pretty:

“A book of images of young girls being athletic, being active, being strong, being proud talking about
their hobbies, talking about what they aspire to be in their lives. And it just [makes] me think...I hope
that we're able to give that over to the younger generation.” —Kate Winslet, Los Angeles Times
In her international bestseller Strong Is the New Pretty, the photographer Kate T. Parker
changed the way we see girls by showing us their truest selves. Now it’s time to talk about our
boys. Prompted by #MeToo, school shootings, bullying, and other toxic behavior, there’s a national conversation going on about what defines masculinity and how to raise sons to become
good people. And Parker is joining in by turning her lens to boys.

This is a deeply felt celebration of boyhood as it’s etched in the faces and bodies of dozens of
boys, ages 5 to 18. There’s the pensive look of a skateboarder caught between rides. The years
of dedication in a ballet dancer’s poise. The love of a younger brother hugging his older brother. The unself-conscious joy of a goofy grin with a missing tooth. The proud, challenging gaze
of a boy bald from alopecia—and the same kind of gaze, but wreathed in tenderness, of a boy
with flowing, almost waist-length hair. There are guitarists, fencers, wrestlers, star-gazers, a
pilot—it’s the world of our sons, in all their amazing variety and difference.
The photographs feel spontaneous, direct, and with so much eye contact between the viewed
and the viewer that it’s impossible to turn away. And throughout, words from the boys themselves enrich every photo. A gift for boys and anyone who is raising them.
Kate T. Parker is a mother, wife, former collegiate soccer player, Ironman, and professional
photographer who shoots both fine art projects and commercial work for clients across North
America. Her Strong Is the New Pretty photo series has led to collaborations with brands like
Athleta, Kellogg’s, Oxygen, and Girls on the Run. The project has also inspired Kate to launch
a philanthropic arm of Strong Is the New Pretty, partnering with organizations that invest in
girls’ health and education. She lives with her family in Atlanta, Georgia.
World English: Workman (April 2019)

Agent: William Callahan
Editor: Megan Nivolay
Format: Manuscript
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Kate Pickert
RADICAL
The Science, Culture, and History of Breast Cancer in America

The science, culture and history of breast cancer as told by a health-care journalist who survived it.
As a health-care journalist for TIME magazine, Kate Pickert knew the emotional highs and
lows of medical trauma and treatment well—but always from a distance, through the stories of
her subjects. That is, until she was unexpectedly diagnosed with an aggressive type of breast
cancer at the age of 35. After using her journalistic skills to navigate her own treatment, the
author embarked on a quest to understand the cultural, scientific and historical forces shaping
the experiences of breast cancer patients in the modern age.

Breast cancer is one of history's most prolific killers. Despite billions spent on research and
treatments, it remains one of the deadliest diseases facing women today. From the forests of
the Pacific Northwest to an operating suite in Los Angeles to the epicenter of pink ribbon advocacy in Dallas, the author goes inside the places and turning points that explain the progress
made concerning breast cancer and where science has fallen short.
Drawing on interviews with doctors, economists, researchers, advocates, and patients, as well
as on journal entries and recordings collected over 14 months of the author's own treatment, Radical puts the story of breast cancer into context, and shows how modern treatments
represent a long overdue shift in the way doctors approach cancer—and disease—itself.
Kate Pickert is a former staff writer for TIME magazine, where she covered health-care, politics, and trends in modern American life. She is a journalism professor at Loyola Marymount
University and lives in Los Angeles with her husband and daughter.
North America: Little, Brown (October 2019)

Agent: Richard Pine
Editor: Tracy Behar
Format: Manuscript (March )
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Karen Rinaldi
(IT’S GREAT TO)
SUCK AT SOMETHING
The Unexpected Joy of Wiping Out and What It Can Teach Us
About Patience, Resilience, and the Stuff that Really Matters

"In this thought-provoking, engaging examination, Karen Rinaldi explains how our lives are more satisfying and rich when we give ourselves the opportunity to experiment, struggle, and play."
—Gretchen Rubin, author of The Four Tendencies
As sh*tty surfer and all-around-imperfect human Karen Rinaldi explains in this eye-opening
book, we live in a time of aspirational psychoses. We prioritize productivity over play. We’re
told to be the best or nothing at all. We’re trapped in an epic and farcical quest for perfection. We judge others on stuff we can’t even begin to master, and it’s all making us more anxious and depressed than ever. Worse, we’re not improving on what really matters.

This book provides the antidote. (It’s Great to) Suck at Something reveals that the key to a richer,
more fulfilling life is finding something to suck at. Drawing on her personal experience sucking at surfing (a sport she’s dedicated nearly two decades of her life to doing without ever
coming close to getting good at it) along with philosophy, literature, and the latest science,
Rinaldi explores sucking as a lost art we must reclaim for our health and our sanity and helps
us find the way to our own riotous suck-ability. She draws from Anthony Bourdain and
surfing luminary Jaimal Yogis, Thich Nhat Hanh and Jean-Paul Sartre, among many others, to
highlight marvelous things that happen to our mammalian brains when we try something
new. Sucking at something rewires our brain in positive ways, helps us cultivate grit, and inspires us to find joy in the process, without obsessing about the destination.
Coupling honest, hilarious storytelling with unexpected insights, (It’s Great to) Suck at Something is an invitation to embrace our shortcomings as the very best of who we are and to open
ourselves up to adventure, where we may not find what we thought we were looking for, but
something way more important.
Karen Rinaldi has worked in the publishing industry for over two decades. The feature film
Maggie’s Plan, is based on her novel The End of Men. Karen has been published in The New York
Times, Time, Literary Hub, Oprah.com, and other publications. She lives in New York and New
Jersey with her family.
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North America: Atria/Simon & Schuster (May 2019)
Germany: Goldmann
Korea: Woongjin Think Big
Spain: Urano

Agents: Kim Witherspoon & Richard Pine
Editor: Sarah Pelz
Format: Galley

Jason Roberts
EVERY LIVING THING
The Great and Deadly Race to Know All Life

Praise for A Sense of the World:
“Moving, mesmerizing...readers everywhere owe Roberts thanks.” —Time
From 1743 to 1778, two geniuses raced each other to complete an accounting of all life on
Earth. At stake was not just scientific immortality, but the core conceptions of our relationship
to the natural world. Both would-be catalogues of creation were organized along very different
lines, reflecting starkly divergent views of nature and humanity. Both launched an army of acolytes into the unknown, inventorying a planet fourth-fifths uncharted at the time. Both took
their toll of fortunes, sanities, and lives.
Every Living Thing tells the story of the rivalry between two charismatic figures and their followers. Swedish physician Carl Linnaeus, a supreme self-promoter (armed with a mail-order
medical degree) claimed divine inspiration for his rigidly structured “System of Nature.” The
Count de Buffon, keeper of France’s Royal Garden—whose wealth and elegance masked a profoundly original mind—argued for a more fluid understanding, embracing interconnectedness
over tidy labels. Fueled by fresh discoveries of their followers in the field, both worked to complete a definitive portrait of life. Both failed—but one nevertheless emerged as the victor.
Adventurous in scope, bristling with newly-discovered historial detail, Every Living Thing is a
compulsively-readable account of lives lived on the grandest of scales, and of ideas still relevant today.

Jason Roberts’ previous work of nonfiction, A Sense of the World, was a finalist for the National
Book Critics Circle Award, longlisted for the Guardian First Book Award, and named a best
book of the year by the Washington Post, San Francisco Chronicle, and Kirkus. Roberts is also the
winner of the Van Zorn Prize for fiction (founded and awarded by Michael Chabon), and a
contributor to McSweeney’s, The Believer, The Rumpus, and other publications. He lives in the
San Francisco Bay Area.
North America: Random House (2020)
UK: riverrun/Quercus
Canada: Doubleday Canada
China: CITIC Press
Germany: Blessing Verlag
Holland: Holland’s Diep
Italy: Laterza
Russia: AST
Spain: Taurus

Agent: Michael Carlisle
Editor: Andy Ward
Format: Proposal
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Reshma Saujani
BRAVE, NOT PERFECT
Fear Less, Fail More, and Live Bolder

“I love this book! A timely message for girls and women of all ages: perfection isn’t just impossible but,
worse, insidious. The prose is so clear, so honest — you feel like you’re sitting across from Reshma sharing stories.” -Angela Duckworth, author of Grit
Imagine if you lived without the fear of not being good enough. Imagine if you could let go of
the guilt, and stop beating yourself up for tiny mistakes. What if, in every decision you faced,
you took the bolder path?
Too many of us feel crushed under the weight of our own expectations. As girls, we were
taught to play it safe. Well-meaning teachers praised us for being quiet and polite, urged us to
be careful so we didn't get hurt, and steered us to activities at which we could shine.
The problem is that perfect girls grow up to be women who are afraid to fail. It's time to stop
letting our fears drown out our dreams and narrow our world. By choosing bravery over perfection, we can find the power to claim our voice, to leave behind what makes us unhappy,
and go for the things we genuinely, passionately want. Perfection may set us on a path that
feels safe, but bravery leads us to the one we're authentically meant to follow.
In this bestselling book, Reshma shares powerful insights and practices to help us override our
perfect girl training and make bravery a lifelong habit.
Reshma Saujani is the Founder and CEO of Girls Who Code, a national nonprofit organization
working to close the gender gap in technology while teaching girls confidence and bravery
through coding. A lifelong activist, Reshma was the first Indian American woman to run for
U.S. Congress. She's been named a Fortune 40 under 40, a WSJ Magazine Innovator of the Year,
and one of the Most Powerful Women Changing the World by Forbes. She is the author of three
books, including Women Who Don't Wait In Line and the New York Times Bestseller Girls Who
Code: Learn to Code and Change the World. Reshma lives in New York City with her family.
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North America: Crown (February 2019)
UK: HQ/HarperCollins
Brazil: Sextante
Canada: Editions de L’Homme
China: CITIC
Latin America: Oceano
Korea: Woongjin Think Big

Lithuania: Balto Leidybos
Russia: Exmo
Taiwan: Business Weekly
Turkey: ELMA
Ukraine: FORS

Agent: Richard Pine
Editor: Talia Krohn
Format: Book

Julia Flynn Siler
THE WHITE DEVIL’S DAUGHTERS

Praise for Lost Kindom:
"[a] moving, colorful account.” —Adam Hochschild, author of King Leopold’s Ghost
A revelatory history of the trafficking of young Asian girls that flourished in San Francisco
during the first hundred years of Chinese immigration (1848-1943) and an in-depth look at the
"safe house" that became a refuge for those seeking their freedom.
Beginning in 1874, the Occidental Mission Home on the edge of San Francisco's Chinatown
served as a gateway to freedom for thousands of enslaved and vulnerable young Chinese
women and girls. Run by a courageous group of female abolitionists who fought the slave
trade in Chinese women, it survived earthquakes, fire, bubonic plague, and violence directed
against its occupants and supporters.
With compassion and an investigative historian's sharp eye, Siler tells the story of both the
abolitionists who challenged the corrosive anti-Chinese prejudices of the time and the young
women who dared to flee their fate. She relates how the women who ran the home defied contemporary convention—even occasionally breaking the law--by physically rescuing children
from the brothels where they worked or by snatching them off ships as they were being smuggled in—and how they helped bring the exploiters to justice. She also shares the moving stories of many of the girls and young women who sought refuge at the mission, and she writes
about the lives they went on to lead. This is a remarkable chapter in an overlooked part of history, told with sympathy and vigor.

Julia Flynn Siler is a New York Times best-selling author and journalist. Her most recent book
is Lost Kingdom: Hawaii's Last Queen, the Sugar Kings, and America's First Imperial Adventure. Her
first book, The House of Mondavi: The Rise and Fall of an American Wine Dynasty, was a finalist for
a James Beard Award and a Gerald Loeb Award for distinguished reporting. A veteran journalist, Siler is a longtime contributor and former staff writer for The Wall Street Journal and has
been a guest commentator on CNBC, CNN, and the BBC. She lives in the San Francisco Bay
Area with her husband and their two sons.
North America: Knopf (May 2019)
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Agent: Michael Carlisle
Editor: Ann Close
Format: Galley

Bren Smith
EAT LIKE A FISH
My Adventures as a Fisherman Turned Restorative Ocean Farmer

“Seaweed is the food of the future; it’s a powerhouse of nutrition and holds a world of untapped flavor
and deliciousness. Bren’s underwater kelp farms can feed us for years to come and the more we eat, the
more we also give back to the ocean. This book leads the way.”
—René Redzepi, Head Chef & Co-owner Restaurant noma
From the aquatic world’s Michael Pollan a former fisherman’s memoir, manifesto, and vision
for the future of food: seaweed.
Easy to grow, sustainable, and great for the environment, ocean vegetables are plentiful (there
are more than ten thousand edible varieties), nutritious, and delicious (as recipes from James
Beard Award-winning chef Brooks Headley included here will show). A miracle food if ever
there was one, seaweed is a perfect ingredient–exotic yet local–particularly in the face of rapid
environmental upheaval, rising populations, and finite food resources.
In Eat Like a Fish, Bren Smith–former commercial fisherman and oysterman–advocates getting
seaweed onto our plates, reimagining our ideas about ocean eating, and taking readers on a
journey from his childhood at sea to fishing trawlers to the frontier of the sea-to-table movement.
Written with the humor and swagger of a fisherman telling a late-night tale, this is a monumental work of memoir-turned-food policy that will change the way we think about what we
eat.
Bren Smith is the owner of GreenWave, Long Island Sound’s first vertical ocean farm. His
writing has appeared in The New York Times, National Geographic, The Atlantic, and elsewhere;
he gave a highly praised TEDx talk called “The Least Deadliest Catch”; and in 2015 he won the
Buckminster Fuller Challenge and the Clinton Global Initiative Award.
North America: Knopf (May 2019)
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Agent: Kim Witherspoon
Editor: Lexy Bloom
Format: Galley

Ayelet Tsabari
THE ART OF LEAVING

“Candid, affecting . . . [Ayelet Tsabari’s] linked essays cohere into a tender, moving memoir.”
—Kirkus (starred)
Ayelet Tsabari was 21 years old the first time she left Tel Aviv, with no plans to return. Restless after two turbulent years in the Israeli Defense Forces, she longed to get away. It was not
the never-ending conflict that drove her, but the grief that had shaken the foundations of her
home.
The loss of her beloved father had left her alienated and exiled within her large Yemeni family
and at odds with her Mizrahi identity. By leaving, she would be free to reinvent herself and
rewrite her own story. For nearly a decade, she traveled, through India, Europe, the US and
Canada, moving fast and often because—as in the Intifada—it was safer to keep going than to
stand still. Soon the act of leaving—jobs, friends, relationships—came to feel most like home.
But a series of dramatic events compelled her to return to Israel, where she began to examine
her Jewish-Yemeni background and the Mizrahi identity she had once rejected, as well as unearthing a family history that had been untold for years. What she found resonated deeply
with her own immigrant experience and struggles with new motherhood.
Beautifully written, frank and poignant, this is a courageous coming-of-age story that reflects
on identity and belonging and that explores themes of family and home—both inherited and
chosen.
Ayelet Tsabari's debut story collection The Best Place on Earth won the Sami Rohr Prize for
Jewish Literature, and the Edward Lewis Wallant Award. The book was a New York Times Book
Review Editors' Choice, was a Kirkus Reviews Best Book, was nominated for The Frank O'Connor International Short Story Award. Excerpts from The Art of Leaving have won a National
Magazine Award, a Western Magazine Award, and an Edna Staebler Award.
US: Random House (February 2019)
Canada: HarperCollins

Agents: Kim Witherspoon & David Forrer
Editor: Andrea Walker
Format: Book
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Wendy Wood
GOOD HABITS, BAD HABITS
The Science of Making Positive Changes that Stick

“No one has studied how habits form and influence behavior better than Wendy Wood. More importantly for readers, no book has done a better job of showing how to change negative habits into powerful, helpful versions than Good Habits, Bad Habits.”
—Robert B. Cialdini, author of Influence and Pre-Suasion
We spend a shocking 43 percent of our day doing things without thinking about them. That
means that almost half of our actions aren’t conscious choices but the result of our nonconscious mind nudging our body to act along learned behaviors. We do them by habit. And
yet, whenever we want to change something about ourselves, we rely on willpower. And that
is why almost all of us fail. But what if you could harness the extraordinary power of your unconscious mind, which already determines so much of what you do, to truly reach your goals?
Wendy Wood draws on three decades of original research to explain the fascinating science of
how we form habits, and offers the key to unlocking our habitual mind in order to make the
changes we seek. A potent mix of neuroscience, case studies, and experiments conducted in
her lab, Good Habits, Bad Habits is a comprehensive and deeply practical book that will change
the way you think about almost every aspect of your life. By explaining how our brains are
wired to respond to rewards, receive cues from our surroundings, and shut down when faced
with too much friction, Wood skillfully dissects habit formation, demonstrating how we can
take advantage of this knowledge to form better habits. Her clear and incisive work shows
why willpower alone is woefully inadequate when we’re working toward building the life we
truly want, and offers real hope for those who want to make positive change.
Wendy Wood is Provost Professor of Psychology and Business at the University of Southern
California. She has written for The Washington Post and the Los Angeles Times, and her work has
been featured in The New York Times, the Chicago Tribune, Time magazine, and USA Today, and
on NPR. She lectures widely and recently launched the website myhabitlab.org to convey scientific insight on habit to the general public.
North America: FSG (October 2019)
UK: Macmillan
Brazil: Sextante
China: Huazhang
Holland: HarperCollins Holland
Korea: Dasan Books Co.
Russia: AST
Spain: Urano

Taiwan: CommonWealth
Magazine
Turkey: Epsilon

Agents: Richard Pine
Editor: Colin Dickerman
Format: Manuscript
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Patrick Wyman
THE CRUNCH
The Forty Years that Shook the West—and Made it What it Is Today

Patrick Wyman is a historian and mega-successful podcaster, and his first book, The Crunch:
The Forty Years that Shook the West—and Made it What it Is Today, will be the synthesis of his
scholarship and his storytelling. It is aimed squarely at one of our most enduring historical
mysteries, and one that has captured the public’s imagination for centuries: why did the West
“pull ahead” from the rest of the world? And what does it mean for how we live today?
And—who was “the West?”
Starting with this historical problem, Wyman takes the years between 1430 and 1490, and depicts this so-called “Great Divergence” as a kind of combination lock of contingency: several
elements had to synch up for it to function, but the fundamental condition of possibility was in
the development of “a powerful shared understanding of the rules of the game of buying, selling, and trading…” It was this incipient economic development that supercharged everything
else—printing, standing armies, exploration. All of these things was very, very expensive. The
drama of the age is in the fact that this economic development may be responsible for a longterm stable growth that reaches into the 21st century, but it was also responsible for astonishing, revolutionary upheaval in the short-term. The Crunch will show this drama through the
lives of ten real people, from Christopher Columbus to the hugely wealthy banker Jakob Fugger, to the smaller, but no less “ordinary” lives of merchants and mercenary sea-captains.
Patrick Wyman received his PhD in history from the University of Southern California, where
he focused on trade and communications. Since then, he has created and hosted two podcasts,
the Fall of Rome and Tides of History (ongoing) which have been downloaded more than 12
million times. He has been invited to speak at conferences across the country including at UC
Berkley and Harvard University. He is also a sports journalist, and has written for The Washington Post, Deadspin, Bleacher Report, and others.
North America: Twelve/Grand Central (April 2020)

Agents: William Callahan
Editor: Rachel Kambury & Sean Desmond
Format: Proposal
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Young Adult

Angela Duckworth
GRIT
The Power of Passion and Perseverance: Young Readers Edition

“A useful guide for parents or teachers looking for confirmation that passion and persistence matter, and
for inspiring models of how to cultivate these important qualities.” —The Washington Post
In this young readers edition of the instant New York Times bestseller Grit, MacArthur Genius
Award–winning professor Angela Duckworth offers insights into who succeeds in life and
why the secret to achievement a special blend of passion and persistence she calls “grit.”
The daughter of a scientist who frequently noted her lack of “genius,” Angela Duckworth is
now a celebrated researcher and professor. It was her eye-opening stints in teaching and neuroscience that led to her hypothesis about what really drives success: a unique combination of
passion and long-term perseverance. In Grit Duckworth shows young people how they can
achieve remarkable things not just by relying on natural talent but by practicing a unique form
of focused persistence. She also teaches them how to be better at pursuing the small goals that
will bring joy into their everyday life.
Drawing on her powerful personal story, Duckworth describes how a youth spent smashing
through every academic barrier led to the hypothesis that the real predictor of success may not
be born “talent” but a special blend of resilience and single-mindedness. Through her descriptions of field research at venues as various as the National Spelling Bee (where students who
score highest on the “Grit Scale” land in the final) to work with the Seattle Seahawks coach,
who was building the grittiest culture in the NFL, Duckworth shows how “grit” works in the
real world. She also passes along insights from dozens of high achievers including the New
York Times Crossword Editor, the Dean of Admissions at Harvard, and more.
Angela Duckworth, PhD, is a 2013 MacArthur Fellow and professor of psychology at the University of Pennsylvania. She has advised the White House, the World Bank, NBA and NFL
teams, and Fortune 500 CEOs. She is also the Founder and Scientific Director of the Character
Lab, a nonprofit whose mission is to advance the science and practice of character development. She completed her BA in neurobiology at Harvard, her MSc in neuroscience at Oxford,
and her PhD in psychology at the University of Pennsylvania. Grit, an instant New York Times
bestseller, has sold abroad in 35 countries.
North America: Simon & Schuster for Young Readers (September 2019) Agent: Richard Pine
Editor: Paula Wiseman
Format: Manuscript (March 2019)
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Amy Ewing
THE CERULEAN

“The tale will grab readers as they get to the meat of the story, and they will be hooked.”
—School Library Journal
From the internationally bestselling author of The Jewel comes a new series about a magical
young woman cast out of a Sapphic utopia.
Sera is Cerulean. Her blood is magic. She lives in the sky, in a floating paradise, populated only by women. Every five hundred years, the High Priestess chooses a girl to be sacrificed—
flung over the edge—for the protection of the City. And today, the High Priestess chose Sera.

On the day of the ceremony, Sera says goodbye to her mothers and her best friend. With blood
pouring from her wrists, she plummets toward the surface, blazing like a falling star—yet
she’s surprised to find that the fall doesn’t kill her. Instead, she’s found by Leo and Agnes,
children from the surface city of Kaolin who are on safari to find new creatures for their father’s freak show. Arrogant Leo only wants to win his father’s respect, but Agnes is driven by
scientific curiosity. Sera tries to communicate with them—and is shocked to see a male for the
first time!—but her voice only comes out a whisper in the dense atmosphere of the surface. Leo
roughly ties her up and they make their way back toward the city.
When they return with their prize, their father is delighted, and Sera is horrified to see the way
they treat the other magical beings they’ve captured. As the cruel training for the show begins,
Agnes finds a way to communicate with Sera and realizes that she is sentient after all—and
that she must help Sera escape her cruel fate…
*And stay tuned for Book Two in the Cerulean series, coming in February 2020!*
Amy Ewing is the author of the New York Times bestselling Lone City trilogy (The Jewel, The
White Rose, and The Black Key), which sold abroad in fifteen countries. She is a graduate of the
MFA Children’s Writing program at the New School. She lives in Harlem.
North America: HarperTeen (February 2019)
France: Laffont
Germany: Harper Germany

Agent: Charlie Olsen
Editor: Karen Chaplin
Format: Book
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Dylan Farrow
HUSH

A major new YA fantasy series, described as The Belles meets The Handmaid’s Tale, which has
already generated extensive press coverage (Vanity Fair, Entertainment Weekly, the Associated
Press, and the New York Post).
How do you speak up in a world where propaganda is a twisted form of magic?
In the lush kingdom of Montane, those in power have the magic to control—and silence—the
truth. In Montane, storytelling is literal magic. Once, the gift of Telling abounded—people had
the ability to speak, sing, and chant new worlds and good fortune into existence or cast predictions. Those who could practice this magic were known as the Bards, and, as everyone knows,
the Bards have almost always been men.
But there was one thing even these infallible Bards could not predict…a devastating plague
called the Indigo Death. And when the Indigo Death came, those in power tightened their control and restricted Telling only to the Bards. But one girl holds the key to breaking that silence.
Intended to evoke striking parallels to our current cultural conversation, Hush is the debut of a
major new voice in fiction. Exploring a world where magic is used to control and silence the
truth, it is well-positioned for a zeitgeist focused on just these themes – truth, fake news, and
the fate of those who have decided to speak out.

Dylan Farrow, the daughter of Mia Farrow and Woody Allen, is a writer, mother, and activist
for survivors of sexual assault. Growing up in both New York City and rural Connecticut, she
spent countless hours drawing and writing for pleasure. After graduating from Bard College,
she found a position at CNN as a production assistant and later moved into graphic design.
Her current passion is YA fiction, and Hush is her debut novel.
North America: Wednesday Books/Macmillan (Fall 2020)
Germany: Loewe
Spain: Planeta Mexico
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Agent: Stephen Barbara
Editor: Vicki Lame
Format: Proposal

Helena Fox
HOW IT FEELS TO FLOAT

“A modern day The Bell Jar (in) its honest, nuanced portrayal of grief and life with mental illness...A
mesmerizing and timely debut.” ― Bustle
A stunning, gutting, deeply hopeful YA novel about love and loss and living with mental illness, from an exceptional new voice.
Biz knows how to float. She has her people, her posse, her mom and the twins. She has Grace.
And she has her dad, who tells her about the little kid she was, and who shouldn’t be here but
is. So Biz doesn’t tell anyone anything. Not about her dark, runaway thoughts, not about kissing Grace or noticing Jasper, the new boy. And she doesn’t tell anyone about her dad. Because
her dad died when she was seven. And Biz knows how to float, right there on the surface–
normal okay regular fine.
But after what happens on the beach–first in the ocean, and then in the sand–the tethers that
hold Biz steady come undone. Dad disappears and, with him, all comfort. It might be easier,
better, sweeter to float all the way away? Or maybe stay a little longer, find her father, bring
him back to her. Or maybe–maybe maybe maybe–there’s a third way Biz just can’t see yet.
This is a mesmerizing, radiant debut, at once heart-rending, humorous, and impossible to put
down. Helena Fox tells a story about love and grief and family and friendship, about intergenerational mental illness, and how living with it is both a bridge to someone loved and lost
and, also, a chasm. She explores the hard, bewildering, and beautiful places loss can take us,
and honors those who hold us tightly when the current wants to tug us out to sea.
Helena Fox lives in Wollongong, Australia, where she runs creative writing workshops for
young people. She’s a graduate of the MFA Program for Writers at Warren Wilson College in
North Carolina. How It Feels To Float is her debut novel.
US, Canada, & UK: Dial Books (May 2019)
ANZ: Pac Macmillan
Holland: Van Goor

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Jessica Garrison
Format: Galley
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Andrew Fukuda
DUST BOY, ASH GIRL

Praise for The Hunt:
“A book that grabs you by the throat and doesn't let go. The Hunt is both terrifying and sublime, with
every page evoking that fragile, yet unyielding thing we call humanity.” ―Andrea Cremer, New York
Times bestselling author of the Nightshade trilogy
Two unlikely pen pals find hope and strength in each other at the turn of the Second World
War in Andrew Fukuda’s powerful new novel.
Alex, a Japanese-American boy in Seattle, is none too pleased to find himself paired with Charlie, a French-Jewish girl in Paris, for a school pen pal assignment. He’s the only boy being
forced to write to a girl. He writes, begrudgingly at first, and they soon form a close bond.
Five years later, they’re still writing to each other, and frequently. Alex tells Charlie about the
strawberry farm where he lives, his family, and his friends at school; Charlie shares secrets
she’s told few others, like her school crush and her dreams to move to America one day.
Then World War II begins. Alex and Charlie continue to write, though both face intensifying
persecution in their home countries. Alex’s family is sent to a Californian internment camp in
the aftermath of Pearl Harbor, while Charlie’s family goes into hiding in a tiny, hot attic.
When Charlie’s letters stop, Alex fears the worst. As the weeks, then months, slip past without
any word from Charlie, Alex begins to see visions of a girl in danger — he’s never seen a photo
of his lost friend, but he’s sure the girl is Charlie. And she needs Alex to find her.
Showing courage in the face of intense injustice, Alex embarks on a journey that will take him
from the deserts of California to the battlefields of Europe to the center of Nazi Germany.
Andrew Fukuda is the author of The Crossing and The Hunt trilogy (The Hunt, The Prey, and
The Trap). Born in Manhattan and raised in Hong Kong, he is half-Chinese, half-Japanese. After
earning a bachelor’s degree in history from Cornell University, Fukuda worked in Manhattan’s
Chinatown with the immigrant teen community. He currently resides on Long Island, New
York, with his family. His books have been translated into over a dozen languages.
World English: Tor Books (January 2020)

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Susan Chang
Format: Manuscript (May)
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Sara Holland
HAVENFALL

Praise for Sara Holland:
“Holland’s lush, intricately drawn world hides an undercurrent of darkness underneath a veneer of
beauty and finery, and the twists are genuinely surprising.” ―Publisher's Weekly
From Sara Holland, New York Times and internationally bestselling author of the Everless series,
comes Havenfall, a lush midwestern Gothic with shades of Melissa Albert’s The Hazel Wood,
where we are invited to explore an inn set deep in the mountains of Colorado, where the doors
between magical foreign realms meet ours. When seventeen year-old Maddie Marrow chooses
to spend her summer at the Inn at Havenfall, she looks forward to a new chapter in her life.
But when she falls in love with a boy from the fantastical adjacent realm of Byrn, amidst strife
between the various kingdoms that meet on neutral ground at Havenfall, she’ll find she may
have gotten herself in a more dramatic saga than she ever could have imagined.
And stay tuned for book two in the Havenfall series! Maddie, Brekken, and Taya must face off
with the Silver Prince. To do this, Maddie and her friends must venture into all three Adjacent
Realms while protecting Havenfall Inn and the surrounding town. She will be exposed to the
wondrous knowledge and technology of Solaria, a world that is both advanced and highly isolationist; the breathtaking beauty and romance of Fjordenkill; and the fiery, volatile landscape
of Byrn. In trying to find the means to disable the prince and keep the peace in her own world,
Maddie will be forced to reconcile her views on who is deserving of refuge, sort out her emotions toward both Taya and Brekken, and convince her brother to help her avert a war between the realms. When she realizes there are no right answers, she will choose to protect the
sanctity of the inn—leaving the continued possibility of discord, but preserving the magic of
Havenfall. And leaving, too, the possibilities of further adventures into each of its realms.
Sara Holland grew up in between small-town Minnesota and the fictional worlds of books.
She graduated from Wesleyan University and worked in a tea shop, a dentist’s office, and a
state capitol building before heading to New York to work in publishing. These days, she can
be found exploring bookstores or finding new ways to put caffeine in her bloodstream.
World English: Bloomsbury (March 2020)
Spain: Urano
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Agent: Stephen Barbara
Editor: Cindy Loh
Format: Proposal

Adrienne Kisner
THE CONFUSION OF
LAUREL GRAHAM

Praise for Dear Rachel Maddow:
"What unfolds is a heartbreaking but ultimately hopeful tale of a struggling student who sees an injustice and steps in...A necessary purchase wherever there are teens.” – School Library Journal (starred
review)
Seventeen-year-old Laurel Graham has a singular, all-consuming ambition in this life: become
the most renowned nature photographer and birder in the world. The first step to birding
domination is to win the junior nature photographer contest run by the prominent Fauna magazine. Winning runs in her blood—her beloved activist and nature-loving grandmother placed
when she was a girl.
One day Gran drags Laurel out on a birding expedition where the pair hear a mysterious call
that even Gran can’t identify. The pair vow to find out what it is together, but soon after, Gran
is involved in a horrible car accident.
Now that Gran is in a coma, so much of Laurel's world is rocked. Her gran's house is being
sold, developers are coming in to destroy the nature sanctuary she treasures, and she still can't
seem to identify the mystery bird.
Laurel’s confusion isn’t just a group of warblers—it’s about what means the most to her, and
what she’s willing to do to fight to save it. Maybe―just maybe―if she can find the mystery
bird, it will save her gran, the conservatory land, and herself.
Adrienne Kisner has master's and doctorate degrees in theology from Boston University and
was inspired by her work with high school and college students to write The Confusion of Laurel
Graham. Her debut novel, Dear Rachel Maddow, published to widespread praise in 2018. She is
a graduate of Vermont College of Fine Arts with an MFA in writing for children and young
adults.
World English: Feiwel and Friends/Macmillan (June 2019)

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Anna Roberto
Format: Galley
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Lizzy Mason
THE ART OF LOSING

* A Spring 2019 Indie Next Pick! *
"A brave and beautiful story about sisters, addiction, and finding your place in the world—a book that
belongs on every shelf." —Kathleen Glasgow, author of Girl in Pieces
On one terrible night, 17-year-old Harley Langston’s life changes forever. At a party she discovers her younger sister, Audrey, hooking up with her boyfriend, Mike—and she abandons
them both in a rage. When Mike drunkenly attempts to drive Audrey home, he crashes and
Audrey ends up in a coma.

Now Harley is left with guilt, grief, pain and the undeniable truth that her ex-boyfriend (who
is relatively unscathed) has a drinking problem. So it’s a surprise that she finds herself reconnecting with Raf, a neighbor and childhood friend who’s recently out of rehab and still wrestling with his own demons. At first Harley doesn’t want to get too close to him. But as Audrey
awakens and slowly recovers, Raf starts to show Harley a path forward that she never would
have believed possible—one guided by honesty, forgiveness, and redemption.
Lizzy Mason grew up in northern Virginia before moving to New York City for college and a
career in publishing. She lives in Queens, New York, with her husband and cat in an apartment full of books. The Art of Losing is her first novel.
World English: Soho Teen (February 2019)
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Agent: Stephen Barbara
Editor: Daniel Ehrenhaft
Format: Book

Lauren Morrill
BETTER THAN THE BEST PLAN

"A sparkling summer story about first love, new beginnings, and all the many ways we define
family." —Jennifer E. Smith, author of The Statistical Probability of Love at First Sight
Plans are made to be broken.
It’s the last day of junior year, and seventeen-year-old Ritzy―short for Maritza―is pretty sure
she has a great plan. Summer job―check. Hang with friends at the beach―check. Keep looking after herself as she’s been doing since her mom bailed to follow her bliss―check. Or no
check?

After someone reports that Ritzy is living alone, a social worker shows up and puts her into
foster care. That’s surprise enough. Even more surprising? Ritzy has been in foster care before,
as an infant, and the woman who cared for her then takes her in again. But maybe the greatest
surprise of all for Ritzy is that living with her foster mother, Kristin, in Kristin’s gorgeous
house, isn’t all that bad. And neither is the cute, friendly boy next door. If Ritzy’s mom hadn’t
gotten her back all those years ago, this is the life she could have had. But is it the life she
should have had?
When Ritzy’s old life catches up with her new one, she has some decisions to make. Can she
plan for the worst, but still hope for the best?
Lauren Morrill is a graduate of Indiana University. She has worked as a cashier at Target; a
khaki-folder and greeter at the Gap; a balloon-animal-making, face-painting clown; a receptionist at a real estate agency; and a curatorial assistant at the world’s largest children’s museum. She has also held many jobs in higher education, from admissions to residence life and
back again. She is now proud to call herself an Author―with a capital A. Lauren lives in Macon, Georgia, with her husband, Adam (a journalism professor), and their two sons.
North American: Farrar Straus & Giroux Children’s (June 2019)
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Agent: Stephen Barbara
Editor: Joy Peskin
Format: Galley

Malla Nunn
WHEN THE GROUND IS HARD

‘ When the ground is hard the women dance.’ —African proverb
Adele Joubert loves being one of the popular girls at Keziah Christian Academy. She knows
the upcoming semester at school is going to be great with her best friend Delia at her side.
Then Delia dumps her for a new girl with more money, and Adele is forced to share a room
with Lottie, the school pariah, who doesn't pray and defies teachers' orders.
But as they share a copy of Jane Eyre, Lottie's gruff exterior and honesty grow on Adele, and
Lottie learns to be a little sweeter. Together, they take on bullies and protect each other from
the vindictive and prejudiced teachers. Then a boy goes missing on campus and Adele and
Lottie must rely on each other to solve the mystery and maybe learn the true meaning of
friendship.
When the Ground is Hard is not just the story of Adele and Lottie. It’s also the story of the women and girls — strong, brave, broken, vain, furious — who struggle to find their place in a racially segregated world. This fierce, uplifting novel champions the friendships that give women the light and strength to make it through the hardest of times.
Malla Nunn is an award winning filmmaker and the author of four Detective Emmanuel Cooper
novels set at the beginning of the apartheid era in 1950s South Africa. A Beautiful Place to
Die, Let the Dead Lie, Blessed Are the Dead, and Present Darkness have, between them, received
two Edgar Award nominations and a RUSA Award for Best Mystery Novel.
World English: Putnam (June 2019)

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Stacey Barney
Format: Galley
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Pierre-Jacques Ober,
Julie Ober & Felicity Coonan
LITTLE SOLDIERS:
THE GOOD SON
*1st Place Winner of France’s Prix Sorcières 2019 *

Toy soldiers depict the gravity, complexity, and humanity of World War I in this riveting and
poignant photographic novel.
The year is 1914, and Pierre is one of millions of young men to enlist in the “War to End All
Wars,” fully expecting to be home by Christmas. When Pierre leaves his regiment behind and
is subsequently charged with desertion, his dreams of a quick return come crashing down.
From prison, Pierre relives the journey that ended with him behind bars — from his first
surge of patriotism, to the friend who saved his life, to the captured German soldiers who had
more in common with him than he realized.
Little Soldiers: The Good Son is about being small in a big world. Its original style helps us experience Pierre’s story and the stories of so many other little soldiers like him.

Pierre-Jacques Ober has worked as an independent filmmaker and modeler in New York,
France, and Australia.
Julie Ober is a photographer whose work has been published in Vogue, Elle, and L’Express.
Felicity Coonan is a founding member of the animation and visual effect studio Animal Logic, and art-directed The Lego Ninjago Movie, Avengers, The Lego Movie, and Happy Feet 2.
World English: Candlewick Studio (May 2019)
France: Editions du Seuil

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Katie Cunningham
Format: Book
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Farah Rishi
I HOPE YOU GET THIS MESSAGE

“A stunning and bold debut, the kind of sweeping story that is devoured in a single sitting.
Part Arrival, part They Both Die at the End, this is an emotional tale of three kids who face their own
demise with hope, courage, and a whole lot of bad decisions.” –Mark Oshiro, author of Anger Is a Gift
In the vein of Adam Silver, an exciting standalone YA novel from an outstanding new voice.
In Farah Rishi’s I Hope You Get This Message, the reader is invited into an experience of our
world that is situated just minutes in the future. At the beginning of the novel, we learn that
Earth is merely a colony of a mother planet, Alma, home to a far more advanced and enlightened civilization that is currently in arbitration over whether or not to end the experiment that
is us. Confronted with this news, and with the clock rapidly ticking on the fate of humankind,
three teens struggle to find meaning, purpose, and the opportunity for connection.
Interspersed with transcripts from the trial on Alma, we watch the desperate reactions of Jesse,
Cate, and Adeem unfold, as they gradually discover unexpected proof that humanity is worth
saving—and that we are going to be okay.
Farah Naz Rishi is a Pakistani-American lawyer who specialized in environmental law, perhaps influenced by her upbringing in the forest-filled mushroom capital of the world, otherwise known as Kennet Square, PA. A co-founder and blogger for the Muslim Squad, and former editorial assistant at Macmillan, Farah’s writing has appeared in magazines such as VICE
and she is currently writing YA fiction full-time.
North America: HarperCollins (October 2019)

Agents: Stephen Barbara
Editor: Rosemary Brosnan
Format: Manuscript
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Tara Sim
SCAVENGE THE STARS

"Tara Sim has crafted a story as deep and glittering as the churning sea—it will pull you under its surface from the first page and never let you go.” –Laura Sebastian, author of Ash Princess
From rising star desi author Tara Sim comes a new YA fantasy pitched as a biracial, genderswapped Count of Monte Cristo.
Set amongst the diaspora of a city-state poised between two major empires, the world of Scavenge the Stars is inspired by the principality of Monaco—a place of luxury, desperate gamblers, seaside intrigue, and full of adventure, romance, and dueling identities. With shades of
Crooked Kingdom and Ember in the Ashes, the novel unfolds with the arrival of a mysterious
young woman in the city of Moray, setting in motion a years-in-the-making plot for revenge.
Amaya has been hardened by seven years aboard a debtor’s ship, ravaging the waters in
search of valuable pearls in order to pay off her father’s debts so that she may one day return
home. But when she rescues a shipwrecked stranger, he makes her an offer she can’t refuse—
one of unthinkable wealth and bloody revenge.
Meanwhile, everyone in Moray is astounded by the sudden appearance of Countess Yamaa, a
young billionaire-ess with a mysterious past and endless gold. No one is less impressed than
Cayo, a recovered gambler and son of the most important merchant in town. But when his
younger sister contracts Ash Fever and Cayo learns his father is severely in debt, the newlyarrived Countess Yamaa suddenly seems an unlikely savior. Countess Yamaa though turns
out to be none other than Amaya, and when she and Cayo meet, their destinies will collide in
explosive ways, leading to a future of absolute vengeance, or unlikely salvation.
Tara Sim is a YA fantasy author who can typically be found wandering in the wilds of the
Bay Area, California. She is the author of the acclaimed Timekeeper trilogy, which has been
featured in Entertainment Weekly, Bustle, and various other media outlets. When she’s not
writing about mysterious boys in clock towers, Tara spends her time drinking tea, wrangling
cats, and occasionally singing opera.
North America: Disney (January 2020)
France: Bayard (2 books)

Agent: Stephen Barbara
Editor: Laura Schreiber
Format: Proposal
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Todd Strasser
SUMMER OF ‘69

“Strasser perfectly captures the golden haze of youth and life on the cusp of adulthood. Readers fascinated with this time period will find much to enjoy.” – Kirkus
Drawing from his teenage years, Todd Strasser’s new novel revisits a tumultuous era and
takes readers on a psychedelically tinged trip of a lifetime.
With his girlfriend, Robin, away in Canada, eighteen-year-old Lucas Baker’s only plans for
the summer are to mellow out with his friends, smoke weed, drop a tab or two, and head out
in his microbus for a three-day happening called the Woodstock Music and Art Fair. But life
veers dramatically off track when he suddenly finds himself in danger of being drafted and
sent to fight in Vietnam. If that isn’t heavy enough, there’s also the free-loving (and undeniably alluring) Tinsley, who seems determined to test Lucas’s resolve to stay faithful to Robin; a
frighteningly bad trip at a Led Zeppelin concert; a run-in with an angry motorcycle gang; parents who appear headed for a divorce; and a friend on the front lines in ’Nam who’s in mortal
danger of not making it back. As the pressures grow, it’s not long before Lucas finds himself
knocked so far down, it’s starting to look like up to him. When tuning in, turning on, and
dropping out is no longer enough, what else is there?
Timed to release in summer 2019 to coincide with the 50th anniversary of Woodstock, Summer of ’69 is sure to carve out a place in teen literature.
Todd Strasser is the author of more than 100 books for teens and middle graders, including
the million-copy selling Help! I’m Trapped series, and numerous award-winning YA novels
including The Wave, Give A Boy A Gun, The Accident, Can’t Get There From Here, Boot Camp, If I
Grow Up, and Fallout. Several of his books have been adapted for television, and his novels The Wave and How I Created My Perfect Prom Date became feature films. His books have
been translated into more than a dozen languages, and he has also written for television,
newspapers such as The New York Times, and magazines such as The New Yorker and Esquire.
Todd now divides his time between Westchester and Montauk, NY.
North America: Candlewick (April 2019)

Agent: Stephen Barbara
Editor: Kayla Adair
Format: Galley
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Sarah Tomp
THE EASY PART OF
IMPOSSIBLE
Praise for My Best Everything:
"Readers will race to turn the pages....A wholly original and most satisfying debut."―SLJ
Love isn’t always a matter of falling, sometimes it’s a climb in the dark. The Easy Part of Impossible by Sarah Tomp follows Ria, an elite diver, whose life has been dictated by Coach Benny’s
strict rules and punishments. But then, one slip changes everything. Suddenly Ria is free to be
an ordinary teen--even if she's not sure how.
She is soon drawn into the secret world of caving with her childhood friend, Cotton. Caving is
physically challenging, mentally exhausting, and dangerous—like diving. Ria, prone to making impulsive choices based on feelings and gut-reactions; and Cotton, who has all the facts,
but uses a face-expression chart to measure emotions, manage to balance each other out. When
Benny arranges a second chance for Ria to go for her dream, she has to face what scares her
most. As always, Benny is sure he knows what is best for her. And, he has ways to get what he
wants. This is a story about learning to trust one's self, in matters of both head and heart.
Sarah Tomp is the author of My Best Everything (Little, Brown 2015.) She has a MFA in writing
for children and young adults from Vermont College of Fine Arts. She lives in San Diego
where she works in middle schools, providing support to children with a variety of needs and
abilities. She also teaches adult creative writing classes for UCSD-Extension. Growing up, she
was far more likely to explore the outdoors - including caving - than to participate on organized teams. However, as the mother of three athletic children, she has logged in years of
cheering for many sports, including the unique world of springboard diving, up through collegiate NCAA Division I competition.
North America: HarperCollins Children’s Books (Winter 2020)

Agent: Catherine Drayton
Editor: Alyssa Miele
Format: Manuscript (May)
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Nina Varela
CRIER’S WAR

A richly-imagined YA fantasy, Nina Varela’s Crier’s War is first in a three-book series reminiscent tonally of Marie Rutkoski’s The Winner’s Curse.
Seventeen year-old Ayla is driven by a deep, passionate hatred toward the Automas, who
were responsible for the deaths of her family. She wants something elegantly clear: revenge.
But she never imagined that among the unfeeling rulers she intends to overthrow, she’d meet
one whose honor and sensitivity would make her question her goal.
Beneath sixteen-year-old Crier’s coldness, there lies a sharp brilliance. She always hoped her
father would match her with Queen Junn, a stunning and powerful Automa. But Crier is fascinated by humans and their strange emotions, like love, and everything changes when she
meets the human girl Ayla.
Set in a world where feudal control is held by humanlike mechanisms called Automas, who
have overthrown their human masters, Crier’s War is a sweepingly romantic, genre-bending
tale of impossible love between two girls—one human, one Made—that will lead to seismic
revolution.
Nina Varela grew up on a hippie commune in Durham, North Carolina alongside pot-bellied
pigs, a meditation hut, and an assortment of fascinating characters who will forever populate
her stories. Her work has accumulated over a dozen national and collegiate awards, and her
short fiction has been featured in New Millennium Writings and Scribe. As a queer woman, Nina is dedicated to storytelling with diverse representations of sexuality, gender, neuroatypicality, and other marginalized identities. She currently lives in Los Angeles, where she is
earning her BFA in Writing for Screen & Television at the University of Southern California.
North America: HarperCollins (October 2019)

Agent: Stephen Barbara
Editor: Rosemary Brosnan
Format: Manuscript (April)
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Jeff Zentner
RAYNE AND DELILAH’S
MIDNITE MATINEE

Praise for Jeff Zentner:
"Move over, John Green; Zentner is coming for you." —The New York Public Library
A new YA novel from critically-acclaimed, much-beloved author Jeff Zentner.
High school seniors and best friends Delia and Josie are two of the brightest stars on TV Six,
the premiere public access cable station of Jackson, Tennessee. Every Friday night the duo slip
into their on-screen personas, Rayne Ravenscroft and Delilah Darkwood, to host Midnite Matinee—an enthusiastic creature feature that brings back the best and the very low-budget horror
and sci-fi flicks of days past.

But hosting a local TV show has its challenges. Josie has been dreading graduation, as she tries
to decide whether to leave for a big university and the chance to chase her dream career in
mainstream TV, or to stay home and make this quirky show a cult hit with her best friend.
And then there’s Lawson, one of the show’s guest performers, a tough MMA fighter with
weaknesses for pancakes and Josie, making her tough decision even harder.
Delia can’t imagine a life that doesn’t involve Midnite Matinee. Scary movies are the last connection she has to her dad, who abandoned her and her mom years ago. If the show becomes a
hit, maybe he’ll see it and want to be a part of her life again. And maybe Josie will want to stay
with the show and go to college nearby instead of leaving her behind too.

As the tug-of-war between growing up and growing apart tests the bonds of their friendship,
Delia and Josie realize that an uncertain future can be both monstrous . . . and momentous.
Jeff Zentner is the critically-acclaimed author of The Serpent King and Goodbye Days, which
have both sold abroad widely. The Serpent King was named a New York Times Notable Book
and an Amazon Best Book of the Year, and selected as a William C. Morris Award winner. In
addition to writing, Jeff is also a singer-songwriter and guitarist who has recorded with Iggy
Pop, Nick Cave, and Debbie Harry. He lives in Nashville with his wife and son.
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Robert Greene
THE LAWS OF HUMAN NATURE
“Even skeptics will become believers after diving into Greene’s well-organized
text…”—Publisher’s Weekly
From the #1 New York Times-bestselling author of The 48 Laws of Power comes the definitive
book on decoding behavior . Robert Greene is a guide for millions of readers, distilling ancient
wisdom into essential texts for seekers of mastery. Now he turns to the most important subject
of all – understanding people’s drives, even when they are unconscious of them themselves.
Knowing why people do what they do is the most important tool we can possess. Drawing
from the ideas of Queen Elizabeth I, Martin Luther King Jr., and others, Greene teaches us
how to detach ourselves from our emotions and master self-control, how to develop the empathy that leads to insight, and how to resist conformity to develop your sense of purpose. The
Laws of Human Nature offers brilliant tactics for success, self-improvement, and self-defense.
The Laws of Human Nature was published by Viking in October 2018 and has been sold to: Profile Book/UK, Editora Planeta/Brazil, CIELA/Bulgaria, Gingko Book Co./China, Leduc.s/
France, Finanzbuch/Germany, Dioptra/Greece, Oceano/Latin America, Wisdomhouse/Korea.

Meghan Cox Gurdon
THE ENCHANTED HOUR
The Miraculous Power of Reading Aloud in the Age of Distraction
“Parents and grandparents shouldn’t miss The Enchanted Hour, but more important, we all need to heed this delightful book’s wise advice: Please read to your
kids…”—James Patterson, author of The President is Missing
A Wall Street Journal writer’s look at how reading aloud makes adults and children smarter,
happier, healthier, more successful and more closely attached, even as technology pulls us in
the other direction. A miraculous alchemy occurs when one person reads to another, transforming a book, a voice, and time into fuel for the heart, brain, and imagination. Grounded in
neuroscience and behavioral research, and drawing widely from literature, The Enchanted
Hour explains the dazzling social-emotional benefits for people of every age. Meghan Cox
Gurdon argues that this practice is a fast-working antidote to the fractured attention spans and
unfulfilling ephemera of the tech era. Bringing together the latest scientific research, practical
tips, and reading recommendations, The Enchanted Hour will both charm and galvanize, inspiring readers to share this invaluable, life-altering tradition with the people they love most.
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The Enchanted Hour was published by Harper in January 2019 and has been sold to: Piatkus/
UK, Insel Verlag Anton Kippenberg/Germany, The Don-A Ilbo/Korea, Humanitas/Romania.

Sara Holland
EVERLESS
and EVERMORE
"Everless gives new and terrifying meaning to the phrase
running out of time."
—Stephanie Garber, author of Caraval
In Sempera, the rich control everything, even time. In Everless, Jules Ember’s father is dying
and she must earn him more time. Soon she's caught in a tangle of violent secrets that could
change her future — and the future of time itself. In the sequel Evermore, the Sorceress Caro
has convinced all of Sempera that Jules is dangerous. But Jules knows Caro is hunting her in
order to claim her power. When Jules’s attempt to take down Caro fails, Jules revisits her past
lives to piece together the mystery of binding time, and to confront the Sorceress.
Everless was published by HarperTeen in January 2018 and Evermore in January 2019. Rights
have sold to: Orchard/Hachette/UK, Morro Branco/Brazil, Egmont/Bulgaria, Albatros/Czech
Republic, Bayard/France, Oetinger/Germany, Blossom Books/Holland, Maxim/Hungary, Bâž
Publishing /Iran, Jaguar/Poland, Nemira/Romania, AST/Russia, Ediciones Urano/Spain, Pegasus/Turkey.

Christopher Kelly, MD
& Marc Eisenberg, MD
AM I DYING?!
A Complete Guide to Your Symptoms and What to Do Next
A comprehensive, light-hearted resource for the hypochondriac in all of us, from two Columbia
University cardiologists who review dozens of symptoms and offer advice on when to chill out,
make a doctor’s appointment, or go to the hospital. Christopher Kelly, MD, and Marc Eisenberg, MD, FACC, are both highly accomplished health experts. The one question most patients
really want to know is, “Am I dying?!” Most likely, that stuffy nose isn’t a sign of cancer. But
sometimes a headache isn’t just a temporary nuisance; it could be a sign of a serious condition.
Though the internet offers a wealth of data, it can also be a source of harmful misinformation.
So if you have a new symptom, how worried should you be? In Am I Dying?!, Dr. Kelly and Dr.
Eisenberg walk you through the most common symptoms—from back pain, bloating, and forgetfulness to fatigue, rashes, and shortness of breath— and provide helpful guidance on what
to do. Organized in a humorous, easy-to-access format and packed with expert advice, Am I
Dying?! is an essential resource that every household needs.
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Am I Dying!? was published by William Morrow in January 2019 and has sold to: Albatros/
Czech Republic, Hea Lugu/Estonia, Droemer Knaur/Germany, Hakwon/Korea, Insignis Media /
Poland, Piter Press/Russia, Laguna d.o.o./Serbia, Ikar/Slovakia, Sunrise/Taiwan.

Stephen Koch
HITLER’S PAWN
The Boy Assassin and the Holocaust
“…In the light of Koch’s scrupulous unearthings, we must now count the brief
tormented life of Herschel Grynszpan among the lasting necessary chronicles.”
—Cynthia Ozick, author of The Shawl
On November 9, 1938, Herschel Grynszpan, angry at the deportation of thousands of Polish
Jews, shot and killed a diplomat named Ernst vom Rath. Nazi propagandists immediately
seized on Grynszpan’s “protest” and used it to incite the wave of anti‐Semitic violence
(Kristallnacht). In his bid to draw attention to Jewish suffering, Herschel had instead given Hitler a pretext for even greater abuses. This much has been written about in all the histories of
Kristallnacht. But what of Grynszpan’s fate? Herschel was a prisoner when France fell to the
Nazis. Desperate to elude capture, he fled until finally he was handed over to the Gestapo and
taken to Berlin. He was held in special custody while Hitler plotted a show trial to make him a
scapegoat for the war. Hitler’s Pawn is the first book to retrace every step of this incident.
Hitler’s Pawn was published by Counterpoint in January 2019 and has sold to: Kinneret/Israel.

Ingrid Fetell Lee
JOYFUL
The Surprising Power of Ordinary Things to Create Extraordinary Happiness
"Joyful is an inexhaustible and exciting guide to what makes life good."
―Arianna Huffinton, author of Thrive
Have you ever wondered why we stop to watch the orange glow that arrives before sunset? Is
there a reason that people are mesmerized by baby animals, and can't help but smile when
they see a burst of confetti? We are often made to feel that the physical world has little impact
on our inner joy. Increasingly, experts urge us to find calm by looking inward — through
mindfulness or meditation — and muting the outside world. But what if the natural vibrancy
of our surroundings is actually our most renewable and accessible source of joy? Ingrid Fetell
Lee explores how the seemingly mundane spaces and objects we interact with every day have
powerful effects on our mood. Drawing on insights from neuroscience and psychology, she
reveals how we can harness our surroundings to live fuller, healthier, and truly joyful lives.
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Joyful was published by Little, Brown in September 2018 and has sold to: Ebury/UK, Companhia das Letras/Brazil, Huazhang/China, Euromedia/Czech Republic, Gyldendal/Denmark,
Viisas Elämä/Finland, Marabout/France, Piper/Germany, Bruna/Holland, PT Gramedia/
Indonesia, Matar Publishing/Israel, Sperling & Kupfer/Italy, Diamond/Japan, Korea Economic
Daily/Korea, VAGA/Lithuania, Stenersens/Norway, Objetiva/Portugal, Humanitas/Romania,
Atticus/Russia, Ikar/Slovakia, Planeta/Spain, CommonWealth Magazine/Taiwan.

Wednesday Martin
UNTRUE
"A simultaneously frothy and substantive tour of female sexual desire...An
indispensable work of popular psychology and sociology."
―Kirkus (starred review)
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Primates of Park Avenue, a timely reconsideration of female infidelity. What do married female revelers at an all-women's sex club in LA
have in common with pastoralists in Namibia who bear children by men not their husbands?
Like women worldwide, they crave sexual variety, novelty, and excitement. We’ve long portrayed cheating women as dangerous. But who are they really? Martin reveals the evolutionary legacy that drive female faithlessness. Blending social science and interviews with sex researchers, anthropologists, and women from all walks of life, Untrue challenges our deepest
assumptions. From the revolutionary idea that females of many species evolved to be
"promiscuous" to Martin's renchant assertion that female sexual autonomy is the ultimate metric of gender equality, Untrue will change the way you think about women and sex forever.
Untrue was published by Little, Brown in September 2018 and has sold to: Scribe/UK, W.E.
DigiTech/China, Berlin Verlag/Germany, Prometheus/Holland, De Agostini/Italy, Sam &
Parkers/Korea, HarperCollins/Mexico, China Times/Taiwan.

John O’Donohue
WALKING IN WONDER
Eternal Wisdom for a Modern World
“This book you now hold in your hands is a treasure."
—Krista Tippett, host of On Being
John O’Donohue is widely recognized as one of the most charismatic and inspirational enduring voices on the subjects of spirituality and Celtic mysticism. Walking In Wonder: Eternal Wisdom for a Modern World is a poignant collection of conversations and presentation from O’Donohue’s work with close friend and former radio broadcaster John Quinn. These timeless exchanges explore themes such as landscape, the medieval mystic Meister Eckhart, and death.
Krista Tippett, who interviewed O’Donohue for “On Being” in what is widely thought to be
one of her most beloved interviews, provides the foreword to this volume. Presented in his
inimitable lyrical style, and filled with rich insights that will feed the "unprecedented spiritual
hunger" O’Donohue observed in modern society, Walking in Wonder is a welcome tribute to a
much-loved author whose work still touches the lives of millions.
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Walking In Wonder was published by Convergent/Crown in November 2018.

Susan Orlean
THE LIBRARY BOOK
“A riveting mix of true crime, history, biography, and immersion journalism. . . . “
—Booklist (starred review)
New York Times bestselling author Susan Orlean, who has been hailed as a “national treasure”
by The Washington Post, returns with a dazzling love letter to a beloved institution: libraries.
On April 29, 1986, a fire alarm sounded in the Los Angeles Public Library. Seven hours later, it
had been gutted and 400,000 books were destroyed. With her signature wit and talent for research, Orlean investigates the fire to showcase the crucial role that libraries play in our lives.
Orlean encounters an engaging cast of employees and patrons, experiencing alongside them
the victories and struggles Libraries face in the modern age. She studies the evolution of libraries around the world, attempts to burn a book herself, and tries to track down Harry Peak, the
actor long suspected of setting the fire. Filled with heart and unforgettable characters, this is an
homage to a beloved institution that remains a vital part of the heart and soul of our culture.
The Library Book was published by Simon & Schuster in October 2018 and has sold to: Atlantic
Boos/UK, Editions du Sous-Sol/France, Hayakawa/Japan, Geulhangari /Korea, Planeta/Spain,
Atlantis/Sweden, China Times/Taiwan.

David E. Sanger
THE PERFECT WEAPON
War, Sabotage, and Fear in the Cyber Age
“An important – and deeply sobering – new book about cyberwarfare.”
—Nicholas Kristof, New York Times
From the premiere New York Times cyber correspondent, an incisive look into how cyber sabotage is influencing elections, threatening national security, and bringing us to the brink of global war. Behind the Russian cyberattacks that may have thrown the 2016 election; behind the
Sony hack; behind mysterious power outages around the world are the traces of a new weapon. The Perfect Weapon is the riveting story of how cyber sabotage displaced terrorism and nuclear attacks as the greatest threat to global security. The Perfect Weapon takes readers inside
war rooms and boardrooms, into the secret world of American, North Korean, and Chinese
cyber actors, to reveal the deep-background of the increasingly pitched battle between nations,
governments, cyberwarriors, and corporations.
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The Perfect Weapon was published by Crown in June 2018 and has sold to: Scribe/UK, Host
vydavatelstvi/Czech Republic, Asahi Shimbun/Japan, Miraebook/Korea, Wydawnicza Foksal/
Poland, Owl Publishing House/Taiwan, Profil/Magiagac/Turkey, ThaiHa Books/Vietnam.

Keith Scribner
OLD NEWGATE ROAD
“A bracing, knotty exploration of abuse and its impact across decades....Scribner
writes beautifully about [these] hills and tobacco fields.”—Kirkus
Old Newgate Road runs through the tobacco fields of northeastern Connecticut that once
drove the local economy. It's where Cole Callahan spent his youth, in a historic white colonial
that his family was devoted to restoring. Cole has not come back to this house since he was a
teenager, when one night his father murdered his mother. Now, he finally dares to risk it, and
is shocked to discover his father, freed from prison, living alone and succumbing to dementia.
Compelled by a sense of responsibility to a man he hates, and confronted in middle age by
everything he'd left unfinished , he finds that the time for a reckoning has at last come. Then,
his estranged wife calls to say their ultra-progressive, rabble-rousing son has run up against
the law and been suspended from high school. And so Cole summons Daniel to work in the
tobacco fields—his own job growing up. Moving, insightful, and suspenseful, Old Newgate
Road is a masterful portrait of a haunted family and successive generations of men struggling
against all odds to truly know one another, and to somehow come to terms with themselves.
Old Newgate Road was published by Knopf in January 2019.

Ellen Ruppel Shell
THE JOB
The Future of Work in the Modern Era
“Readers of Barbara Ehrenreich on one hand and Paul Krugman on the other
will find good grist for the mill in Shell’s book.” — Kirkus
In a brilliant work of investigative reporting, Ellen Ruppel Shell takes a look at the forces that
are reshaping the nature of work, overturning the mythology that retraining workers in software, engineering, and the sciences is the key to job security and career success. We live in a
world where the rewards of employment are concentrated in the hands of the few. Today, the
top 10 percent of wage earners in the U.S. bring home 9 times the income of the other 90 percent, and the top .01 percent earn 184 times as much. Real wages for most of us have stagnated.
And the paths to landing those good-paying jobs are disappearing in the wake of automation.
In a wide-ranging narrative that takes us from a downsized marketing executive in Massachusetts, to a father of three in Appalachia finding purpose working in a convenience store chain,
Shell reveals how work is essential to our psychological well-being–and how so many of the
avenues to well-paid and meaningful work will be challenged in the years ahead.
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The Job was published by Crown in October 2018 and has sold to: Ginkgo Book Co./China,
Yeamoon Archive Co/Korea.

Josephine Wilson
EXTINCTIONS
*Winner of Australia’s Miles Franklin Literary Award 2017*
“A really fine, deeply intelligent book with so much to think about and so much
unexpected hope.,“—Kirkus (starred review)
Funny, and poignant, Josephine Wilson’s award-winning novel explores many kinds of extinction―natural, racial, national, and personal―and what we might do to prevent them. Professor Frederick Lothian, retired engineer, has quarantined himself in a place he hates: a retirement village. His wife Martha is dead. His adopted daughter Caroline has cut ties, and his son
Callum is lost to him in his own way. And though Frederick knows that an engineer can devise a bridge for any situation, somehow his own troubled family is always just out of reach.
When a series of incidents brings him and his spirited neighbor Jan together, Frederick gets a
chance to build something new in the life he has left. Unbeknownst to him, Caroline―on her
own journey of cultural reckoning―is doing the same. As father and daughter fight to save
what’s lost, they might finally find a way toward each other. A masterful portrait of a man
caught by history, Extinctions asks an urgent question: can we find the courage to change?
Extinctions was published by Tin House in November 2018 and has sold to: UWA Publishing/
AZN, Serpent’s Tail/UK.
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Blossom Books/Holland
Baz Publishing/Iran
Jaguar/Poland
Nemira/Romania
AST/Russia
Ediciones Urano S.A.U./Spain
Hachette Children’s Group/UK
EVERLESS
Morro Branco/Brazil
Egmont/Bulgaria
Albatros Media a.s./Czech Republic
Bayard Editions/France

Verlag Friedrich Oetinger GmbH/Germany
Blossom Books/Holland
Maxim/Hungary
Baz Publishing/Iran
Blossom Books/Holland
Jaguar/Poland
Nemira/Romania
AST/Russia
Ediciones Urano S.A.U./Spain
Pegasus Yayincilik/Turkey
Hachette Children’s Group/UK
Eloisa James
BORN TO BE WILDE
J’ai Lu/France
Piatkus/UK
TOO WILDE TO WED
J’ai Lu/France
2020 Editora/Portugal
Piatkus/UK
WILDE IN LOVE
J’ai Lu/France
PT Gramedia/Indonesia
Mondadori/Italy
2020 Editora/Portugal
Piatkus/UK
SEVEN MINUTES IN HEAVEN
Kalpazanov/Bulgaria
J’ai Lu/France
Dioptra Publishing /Greece
PT Gramedia/Indonesia
Mondadori/Italy
Bladkompaniet/Norway
Vulkan/Serbia
Piatkus/UK
FOUR NIGHTS WITH THE DUKE
Kalpazanov/Bulgaria
J’ai Lu/France
Dioptra Publishing/Greece
PT Gramedia/Indonesia
Mondadori/Italy
Schibsted/Norway
Amber/Poland
Vulkan/Serbia
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Previous Foreign Publishers
Piatkus/UK
THREE WEEKS WITH LADY X
Kalpazanov/Bulgaria
J’ai Lu/France
Dioptra Publishing/Greece
PT Gramedia/Indonesia
Mondadori/Italy
Schibsted/Norway
Amber/Poland
AST/Russia
Vulkan/Serbia
Piatkus/UK
Zach Klein
CABIN PORN
Shanghai Insight Media/China
Grada/Czech Republic
Hachette Livre/France
Red Bull Media House GmbH/Germany
Graphic-Sha/Japan
Minumin/Korea
Wydawnictwo Smak Slowa/Poland
Persimmon Cultural Enterprise Co./Taiwan
Stephen Koch
THE BREAKING POINT
Bertrand/Brazil
Grasset & Fasquelle/France
Galaxia Gutenberg/Spain
Dean Koontz
THE FORBIDDEN DOOR
HarperCollins/Germany
21. Szazad/Hungary
Timas/Turkey
HarperCollins/UK
THE CROOKED STAIRCASE
HarperCollins/Germany
21. Szazad/Hungary
Thenan/Korea
Timas/Turkey
HarperCollins/United Kingdom
THE WHISPERING ROOM
IBIS/Bulgaria
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L’Archipel/France
HarperCollins/Germany
Psichogios/Greece
21. Század/Hungary
Fanucci/Italy
Thenan/Korea
Juritzen/Norway
Atticus/Russia
RBA Libros S.A./Spain
Bokfabriken/Sweden
Timas/Turkey
THE SILENT CORNER
IBIS/Bulgaria
Yilin/China
Egolibros/Denmark
L’Archipel/France
HarperCollins/Germany
Psichogios/Greece
21. Század/Hungary
Yediot/Israel
Fanucci/Italy
HarperCollins/Japan
Thenan/Korea
Kontinent/Latvia
Juritzen/Norway
RAO/Romania
Atticus Books/Russia
RBA Libros S.A./Spain
Bokfabriken/Sweden
Global Group/Taiwan
Timas/Turkey
HarperCollins/UK
Wednesday Martin
PRIMATES OF PARK AVENUE
Intrínseca/Brazil
Berlin Verlag/Germany
Promethus/Holland
De Agostini/Italy
Kodansha/Japan
Shaoi Pyoungnon/Korea
Znak/Poland
China Times/Taiwan

Previous Foreign Publishers
John Mauceri
MAESTROS AND THEIR MUSIC: THE ART
AND ALCHEMY OF CONDUCTING
Gingko Book Co/China
EDT S.r.l./Italy
Hakusui-sha/Japan
Mann, Ivanov & Ferber/Russia
Briefing Press/Taiwan
Chris McDougall
BORN TO RUN
Globo/Brazil
Vacon/Bulgaria
La Campana/Catalan
Thinkingdom/China
Teledisk/Croatia
Mlada Fronta/Czech Republic
Turbulenz/Denmark
Menu Kirjastus/Estonia
WSOY/Finland
Michel Guerin/France
Heyne/Germany
Key Books/Greece
Prometheus/Holland
Park Konvykiado/Hungary
Achuzat Bayit/Israel
Mondadori/Italy
NHK/Japan
Paperroad/Korea
Janis Roze/Latvia
Media Incognito/Lithuania
Pax Forlag/Norway
Galaktyka/Poland
Edicoes ASA/Portugal
Brain Wave/Romania
AST/Russia
Neopress/Serbia
Tatran/Slovakia
Sanje/Slovenia
PRH Grupo Editorial/Spain
Filter/Sweden
Ecus/Taiwan
KRP Publishing/Turkey
Profile/UK

NATURAL BORN HEROES
Vacon/Bulgaria
Cheers Publishing/China
Mlada Fronta/Czech Republic
Menu Kirjastus/Estonia
Michel Guerin/France
Heyne/Germany
Key Books/Greece
Achuzat Bayit/Israel
Mondadori/Italy
NHK/Japan
Galakytyka/Poland
Edicoes ASA/Portugal
Brain Wave/Romania
Tatran/Slovakia
PRH Grupo Editorial/Spain
Filter/Sweden
Yuan-Liou Publishing/Taiwan
Profile/UK
Erin Morgenstern
THE NIGHT CIRCUS
Botime Dudaj/Albania
Enthusiast/Bulgaria
Intrinseca/Brazil
Columna/Catalan
Shanghai 99/China
Fraktura/Croatia
Euromedia/Czech Republic
Bazar Forlag/Denmark
Basam/Finland
Flammarion/France
Books in Batumi/Georgia
Ullstein/Germany
Platypus/Greece
Bezige Bij/Holland
Nyitott/Hungary
Mizan/Indonesia
Kinneret/Israel
Rizzoli/Italy
Hayakawa/Japan
Munhakdongne/Korea
Zvaigzne/Latvia
Alma Littera/Lithuania
Monsudar/Mongolia
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Previous Foreign Publishers
Cappelen Damm/Norway
Swiat Ksiazki/Poland
Leya/Portugal
Art/Romania
Corpus/AST/Russia
Carobna Knija/Serbia
Albatros/Slovakia
Ucila/Slovenia
Planeta/Spain
Norstedts/Sweden
Crown/Taiwan
Class Act Publishing/Thailand
Pegasus/Turkey
Harvill Secker/UK
Vivat/Ukraine
Tre Publishing House/Vietnam
Malla Nunn
PRESENT DARKNESS
Argument Verlag/Germany
BLESSED ARE THE DEAD
Argument Verlag/Germany
Editorial Siruela/Spain
LET THE DEAD LIE
Deux Terres/France
Aufbau Verlag/Germany
Bezige Bij/Holland
Editorial Siruela/Spain
A BEAUTIFUL PLACE TO DIE
Xoum/AZN
Deux Terres/France
Aufbau Verlag/Germany
Bezige Bij/Holland
Sifriat Ma’ariv/Israel
Editorial Siruela/Spain
John O’Donohue
ECHOES OF MEMORY
Transworld Publishers/UK
THE FOUR ELEMENTS
Deutscher Taschenbuch/Germany
Transworld Publishers/UK
TO BLESS THE SPACE BETWEEN US
Pattloch Verlag/Germany
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Book 21/Korea
Ten Have/Holland
Tyto Alba/Lithuania
Transworld Publishers/UK
Susan Orlean
RIN TIN TIN
Valentina/Brazil
Shanghai Xiron/China
Lindhardt & Ringhof/Denmark
Ufuk Press/Indonesia
Hayakawa/Japan
Atlantic Books/UK
THE ORCHID THIEF
Erove/Bulgaria
Editions du Sous-Sol/France
Laguna/Serbia
China Times/Taiwan
Judith Orloff
EMPATH’S SURVIVAL GUIDE
Cosmos Knijiga d.o.o./Croatia
Grada/Czech Republic
Leduc.S Editions/France
Locus Publishing Co./Taiwan
Writing House/Korea
Scorpio Verlag/Germany
Editorial Siroi S.A./Spain
Grada/Slovakia
Samsara/Netherlands
China CITIC Press/China
Julie Orringer
THE INVISIBLE BRIDGE
Companhia das Letras/Brazil
Enthusiast/Bulgaria
Otava/Finland
Editions de L’Olivier/France
Kiepenheuer/Germany
Kinneret/Israel
Prometheus/Holland
Libri Kiado/Hungary
Einuadi/Italy
Minumsa/Korea

Previous Foreign Publishers
Gyldendal/Norway
Czarna/Poland
Civilicao/Portugal
Alnari Publishers/Serbia
Lumen/Spanish
Forum Publishers/Sweden
HOW TO BREATHE UNDERWATER
Companhia das Letras/Brazil
Editions de L’Olivier/France
Kiepenheuer/Germany
Prometheus/Holland
Libri Kiado/Hungary
Edizioni Frassinelli/Italy
Kodansha/Japan
Gyldendal/Norway
Lumen/Spain
Kate Parker
STRONG IS THE NEW PRETTY
Editora Bestseller Ltda./Brazil
Beijing United Creadion Culture Media/China
Mvg Verlag/Germany
Il Castoro/Italy
Sigongsa Co. Ltd./Korea
Wielka Litera/Poland
Editura Vellant/Romania
Christopher Reich
THE TAKE
Sextante/Brazil
Steimatzky/Israel
INVASION OF PRIVACY
CIELA/Bulgaria
THE PRINCE OF RISK
CIELA/Bulgaria
Manteau/Holland
RULES OF DECEPTION
Sextante/Brazil
Art Eternal/Bulgaria
Hena Com/Croatia
Domino/Czech Republic
Belfond/France
Bastei Lübbe/Germany
Bruna & Zoons/Holland

Europa Konyvkiado/Hungary
Matar Publishing/Israel
Rizzoli/Italy
Kodansha/Japan
Preview Books/Korea
Mehta Publishing/Marathi
Amber/Poland
Bertrand/Portugal
Litera International/Romania
Azbooka/Russia
IP Jovan/Serbia
Espasa-Calpe/Spain
Bonniers Albert Forlag/Sweden
Pegasus/Turkey
Random House/UK
Karen Rinaldi
THE END OF MEN
Rizzoli/Italy
Jason Roberts
A SENSE OF THE WORLD
Blessing/Germany
Kachi/Korea
Editorial Noticias/Portugal
Lumen/Spain
S&S/UK
David E. Sanger
THE INHERITANCE
Editions Belin/France
Transworld/UK
Reshma Saujani
GIRLS WHO CODE
W.E. DigiTech/China
Pocket Jeunesse/France
Il Castoro/Italy
Nikkei BP/Japan
Proje/Korea
Foksal/Poland
Exmo/Russia
Planeta/Mexico
Virgin/UK
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Previous Foreign Publishers
Keith Scribner
THE OREGON EXPERIMENT
Edition Christian Bourgois/France
THE GOODLIFE
Reading People Publishing/Korea
AST/Russia
Ellen Ruppel Shell
THE HUNGRY GENE
Manole/Brazil
Hayakawa/Japan
Atlantic Books/UK
Eithne Shortall
LOVE IN ROW 27
Motto/Czech Republic
Diana/Germany
GeneralPress/Hungary
De Agostini/Italy
Balto Trader/Lithuania
Bladkompaniet/Norway
Czarna Owca/Poland
Ediciones Kiwi/Spain
Atlantic Books/UK
Paul Tremblay
A HEAD FULL OF GHOSTS
Record/Brazil
Ednorog/Bulgaria
Euromedia/Czech Republic
Editions Sonatine/France
Books in Batumi/Georgia
Festa/Germany
Agave/Hungary
Tre60/Italy
Papierowy Ksiezyc/Poland
Ikar/Slovakia
Nocturna/Spain
Numen/Turkey
Titan Books/UK
THE CABIN AT THE END OF THE WORLD
Bertrand Editora Lda./Brazil
Wilhelm Heyne Verlag/Germany
Numen/Turkey
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Titan Publishing/UK
Ayelet Tsabari
THE BEST PLACE ON EARTH
Kirjastus Kunst/Estonia
L’Instant Meme/France
Am Oved/Israel
Nuova Editrice Berti/Italy
David Vann
BRIGHT AIR BLACK
Text Publishing/ANZ
Periscopi/Catalan
Gallmeister/France
Bezige Bij/Holland
CAN/Turkey
Heinemann/UK
AQUARIUM
Text Publishing/ANZ
Periscopi/Catalan
Argo/Czech Republic
Gallmeister/France
Suhrkamp/Germany
Bezige Bij/Holland
Tarandus Kiado/Hungary
La Nave di Teseo/Italy
Book 21/Korea
Relogio d’agua Editores/Portugal
Random House Mondadori/Spain
CAN/Turkey
Heinemann/UK
Jeff Zentner
GOODBYE DAYS
Companhia das Letras/Brazil
Pocket Jeunesse/France
Haru Publishing/Indonesia
Armchair Publishing/Israel
Rizzoli/Italy
Jaguar/Poland
AST/Russia
Albatros/Slovakia
Penguin Random House/Spain
The Eastern Publishing/Taiwan
Ithaki/Turkey

Previous Foreign Publishers
Andersen Press/UK
THE SERPENT KING
Companhia das Letras/Brazil
Host & Son/Denmark
Pocket Jeunesse/France
Carlsen/Germany
Konyvmolykepzo/Hungary
Jaguar/Poland
Editura Art/Romania
AST/Russia
Publik Praktikum/Serbia
Libros del Nuevo Extremo/Spain
Ithaki/Turkey
Andersen Press/UK
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